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Executive Summary 

The Marin Wildfire Prevention Authority, consisting of 17 Marin agencies and funded by a voter approved 
parcel tax (2020 Measure C) is tasked with improving Wildfire Safety for all of Marin residents, businesses 
and visitors. Recognizing the urgent need and community expectation for swift action, the MWPA 
Operations Group has developed this Work Plan for Board approval. This plan outlines projects in each of 
the JPA programmatic areas and outlines a path forward. 

Background and Methodology 

Northern California and adjoining North Bay counties have experienced the deadliest and most 
destructive wildfires in its history in 2017 and 2018. Most structures in our county are particularly 
vulnerable to wildfire threats; and people live in communities that face near-term public safety threats 
given their location. Certain residents are further vulnerable given factors such as age and lack of mobility. 
The tragic loss of life and property in the town of Paradise during the recent 2018 Camp Fire further 
demonstrates such vulnerability.  
 
This MWPA 2020 Work Plan builds upon existing fire protection, prevention, and mitigation efforts, the 
2016 Marin Community Wildland Protection Plan (CWPP), 2017 Lessons Learned Report, a 2018 NFPA 
Report entitled, “Wildfire Risks: 3 Powerful Tips to Move People to Action,” the 2018-2019 Marin County 
Civil Grand Jury Report entitled: Wildfire Preparedness—A New Approach, Fire Safe Marin, and Firewise 
Neighborhoods across Marin. The MWPA also welcomes review and participation from the Citizen’s 
Advisory Committee, and all stakeholders from the community, including but not limited to the newly 
formed Ecologically Sound Practices (ESP) group. 
 
Based on community feedback and the immediacy of the wildfire threat to Marin County, the Joint Powers 
Agreement (JPA) that forms the MWPA specifically allows for an accelerated start. In order to quickly 
standup the JPA and accomplish critical work, an Operations Sub-Committee was tasked to create a draft 
work plan based on identified programmatic areas identified in the initiative. Recognizing the need for 
urgent action, the operation group recommends immediate and medium-term actions to help prevent 
destructive wildfires. This work plan demonstrates recommendations on priority vegetation fuel 
reduction projects, evacuation improvements, and public education that can help protect our Marin 
communities in the short term and place our county on a trajectory away from increasingly destructive 
fires and toward more a moderate and manageable fire regime. 
 
Using locally developed “areas of concern” and vetted wildfire mitigation projects as a starting point, the 
operation group identified priority projects and programs to start addressing all the goals of the MWPA. 
These projects can be implemented almost immediately to protect communities vulnerable to wildfire. 
The projects are summarized in this plan according to program area, formatted under a worksheets 
template with descriptions (see table 6 and Appendix C).  
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It is important to note that Marin faces a backlog of vegetation management work, on both public and 
privately owned parcels. Thousands of acres are in need of treatment, and this work— once completed—
must be repeated over the years to address vegetation life cycles. Also, while fuels treatment such as oak 
woodland thinning and creation of fire breaks can help reduce fire severity, wind-driven wildfire events 
that destroy lives and property may very likely still occur. Homeowners should focus on a “house out” 
approach to reduce hazards and reduce structural ignitability.  
 
The recommendations in this work plan, while significant, are only part of the solution. They reflect the 
need for work to begin immediately as additional efforts are concurrently pursued. While the work, as 
outlined in this plan begins with Measure C funds, additional work focused on protecting lives and 
property through home hardening and other measures will be vigorously pursued by the MWPA and 
stakeholders at all levels. Marin must adopt an “all of the above” approach to protecting public safety and 
maintaining the health of our open space and ecosystems.  
 
MWPA Guiding Principals 

As a public service agency, dedicated to the safety of our community, agency staff and volunteers, the 
MWPA has outlined the following as recommended guiding principles and overall operational intent. 

• Public Safety and Risk Reduction 
• Transparent and effective use of public funds 
• Coordination and collaboration among agencies and residents 
• Incentivize voluntary compliance through education and support before fines and penalties 
• Ecologically sound practices 
• Social and environmental equity 
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Funding and Program Area Overview 

Measure C is the financial support for the 17 agency JPA, known as the MWPA. Measure C is expected to 
raise an estimated $19.3M annually.  Per the initiative’s language and MWPA adopted ordinance, it divides 
the use of these funds into 6 categories or programmatic areas each containing specific bodies of work. 
The first four categories are known as the CORE. There are two additional categories: Defensible Space 
Evaluations/Home Hardening can be shared services or local control; and Local Wildfire Prevention 
Mitigation which is specifically identified for local control; these program areas are identified in table 1. 
The 17 agencies from across Marin have been grouped into 5 operational boundaries identified in table 
2. CORE details are in table 3. Defensible Space Evaluations – Home Hardening details in table 4. Local 
Wildfire Prevention Mitigation details in table 5. MWPA Program & Project Work Sheet Template table 6. 
Anticipated funding by agency and category see table 7. 

Table 1: Programmatic Areas 
 

PROGRAM AREA % OF FUNDS 

JPA CORE 
• Wildfire Detection, Notification & Evacuation Improvements 
• Vegetation Management & Fire Hazard Reduction 
• Grants Management 
• Public Education  

 

 

60% 

Defensible Space Evaluations – Home Hardening 20% 

Local Wildfire Prevention Mitigation 20% 

 
Table 2: Operational Areas and Map 

Agency Zone 

Novato Fire Protection District  Novato 

City of San Rafael and Marinwood CSD San Rafael Area 

City of Larkspur, Kentfield Fire District, Sleepy Hollow Fire District, Town of 
Corte Madera, Town of Fairfax, Town of Ross and Town of San Anselmo 

Central 

City of Mill Valley and Southern Marin Fire District South 

Bolinas Fire District, County of Marin Fire, Muir Beach CSD, Inverness Fire 
District and Stinson Beach Fire District 

West 
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The four main programs of the JPA Core have distinct and overlapping goals. The four areas are: 1) 
detection, notification, and evacuation; 2) vegetation management and fire hazard reduction, 3) grants, 
and 4) public education, and are listed below with example projects and efforts.  

Table 3: CORE area details 

*Grant Management is in development and requires funding of a grant manager prior to implementation **Firesafe Marin (FSM) has 
prepared a proposed public education outreach campaign that can be quickly implemented to meet the immediate goals of the MWPA 

De
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n,
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Emphasis Protect Examples 
Wildfire 
Detection 

Detection Cameras, lookouts, linking to satellite systems, aircraft and 
vehicle patrols 

Notification Alert Marin, WEA, EAS, NOAA Weather Radios, Sirens, Pulse Point, Hi-Lo 
Vehicle Sirens, Red Flag Warning Signage 

Evacuation Evacuation Route Study, Mutual Threat Zone Maps, Parking Boxes, Public 
Evacuation Maps, Choke Point Reduction, Evacuation Route Signage, 
Evacuation Drills 

Ve
ge

ta
tio

n 
M

an
ag

em
en

t a
nd

 
Fi

re
 H

az
ar

d 
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ct
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Physical 
Projects 

Evacuation Route Clearance, Shaded fuel breaks, defensible space work, 
grazing, fuel breaks, fire road maintenance, broom pulling, invasive plant 
control, chipper days, fire prone vegetation removal, hazardous tree 
removal, replanting, example gardens and homes 

Planning 
Projects 

CWPP update, update WUI maps, ordinance updates, compliance protocols 

People and 
Infrastructure 

Fuels Crews, Temporary housing for work crews, vehicles, equipment 
needs: masticators, chippers, saws, hand tools, project management and 
supervision, private contractors, volunteers 

G
ra

nt
 M

an
ag

em
en

t*
 Local Matching or direct needs based to qualifying individuals (seniors, AFN, etc.) 

State CA Climate Investments Fire Prevention Grant Program, Pire Prevention and 
Forest Health, Green Waste Bins 

Federal Hazard Mitigation Grants, Fire Prevention and Safety Grants, FEMA Pre-
Disaster mitigation Program 

Private PG&E, NFPA Firewise, Donations 

Pu
bl

ic
 E

du
ca

tio
n *

* Stakeholder 
Collaboration 

FPOs, ESP, WMS & Seasonal inspectors, residents, public inquiries, Master 
Gardeners, FSM 

Print Media Mass Media, brochures, handouts, mailers, newsletters, op-eds, bi-lingual 

Digital Media Social media, PSA for movie theaters, Social networking sites, Website 

Trainings Live webinars, workshops for residents, & professionals, schools, bi-lingual 
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Table 4: Defensible Space Evaluations & Home Hardening 

Defensible Space Evaluations & Home Hardening 
Per the JPA agreements, the 17 MWPA agencies have the option to opt into a MWPA shared seasonal 
defensible space inspector program, or opt out into a locally controlled of Dspace/Home Hardening 
Evaluation program, or establish a hybrid model. Agencies opting to maintain local control will receive 
their proportionate amount of the 20% total JPA budgeted to defensible space and home hardening. 
With the approval of the work plan, agencies will be able to immediately begin implementing or 
expanding their existing Defensible Space and Home Hardening programs.  
 
For the first year, the Defensible Space and Home Hardening programs will be established as follows: 

1) Novato Fire Protection District 
2) City of San Rafael and Marinwood CSD 
3) Bolinas Fire District, City of Larkspur, County of Marin Fire, Muir Beach CSD, Inverness Fire 

District, Kentfield Fire District, Sleepy Hollow Fire District, Stinson Beach Fire District, Town of 
Corte Madera, Town of Fairfax, Town of Ross, and Town of San Anselmo 

4) City of Mill Valley 
5) Southern Marin Fire District 

 
Abatement Program is under development 
Funded with 2% of the total tax, the abatement program is currently being developed by the MWPA 
program. This program will strike a balance between the guiding principles of public safety, equity, and 
prioritizing education and incentives prior to full enforcement and abatement. Details of the Abatement 
program will be brought before the Board at a future date. Once approved by the board it will be 
funded. 

 

Table 5: Local Wildfire Prevention Mitigation 

Local Wildfire Prevention Mitigation 
The final 20% of Measure C funds are reserved for local jurisdiction control to address unique needs 
or projects not approved as part of the overall Core function. These projects remain consistent with the 
purpose of the MWPA and provide a higher level of service then was previously available.  
 
Some projects presented as local projects, will likely be considered for CORE projects in future work 
plans after year one, once they establish a best-practice, serve as a pilot, or otherwise fit the goals of 
the JPA core with wide benefit (JPA agreement 9.b.).  
 
Examples of potential projects include but are not limited to: Ignition Reduction Efforts, Community 
Wildfire Demonstration Gardens, Community Wildfire Home Hardening Demonstration Props, 
Electronic Message Boards, Essential Facility Hardening Projects, Fuel Crew Expansion, Additional 
targeted vegetation management, street widening for choke point reduction, evacuation drills, NOAA 
Weather Radios, Cost-share programs for resident home hardening for vegetation removal projects, or 
the expansion and acceleration of any of the other programmatic areas identified within the JPA Core 
or Defensible Space and Home Hardening.  
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Implementation Phases 

Based on community need and expectations, as well as the variety of MWPA agency needs, a phased 
approach to project implementation has been established for year one. This work plan includes projects 
ready to begin implementation as part of Phase 1 as well as projects in progress that can be implemented 
in phases 2 and 3.  

Phase 1 & 2: July 1, 2020 to July 31, 2020 

Projects in phases 1 are immediately, or near immediately ready to begin. This includes projects such as 
public education, mailers, public evacuation maps, chipper days, vegetation reduction and other projects 
that have been pending funding. These projects have already been vetted through community processes 
or are directly supported by the establishment of the MWPA, such as Defensible space and home 
hardening inspections.  Phase 1 projects are listed in this plan, with full project worksheets provided in 
the Appendices. With the acceptance of the Work Plan, the Board is encouraging the projects listed to 
proceed and demonstrating to the community an immediate return on their investment. 

Projects in phase 2 have been prioritized and reviewed locally but may be pending environmental review, 
community input and/or are waiting for bids and contractors. Some projects are pending the availability 
of staff to support. These projects are listed in the plan, and full project sheets are included or will be 
brought to the board for review at a future date. By approving the Work Plan, the Board is telling the 
individual agencies to continue with their planning process. Project and program updates and outcomes 
will be brought before the full Board on a regular basis. 

Phase 3: Jan 1 to July 31, 2021 

Projects and program expenses in phase 3 relate to the capacity building of the MWPA itself. These include 
purchasing equipment, contemplation of hiring MWPA fuel crews, and completing projects with MWPA 
staff and equipment. These projects and programs are not directly included in the current work plan and 
will be brought before the board at a later date.  
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Table 6: Program Project Work Sheets 

 Project ID#* 
Location Zone** Project Site – Jurisdiction/Agency-*** 
Action/Project This section includes a description of the proposed action or project. 

Include additional location details as needed. 
What this means This section should explain in more detail what this action would mean to those 

impacted by it. Include project scope. 
Rationale This section includes a discussion of why this project is important and how it fits into the 

goal of the MWPA. Reference a specific MWPA section/goal. 
Declarations**** Declarations should address (Index) identification of existing programs in the JPA 

agreement/Measure C. Examples include: This expands an existing program; This 
accelerates an existing program(s); This is a new program, not possible without MWPA; 
Without MWPA this program would have been eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19 or 
other budgetary challenges. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

This section includes a discussion of political, legal, or cost feasibility concerns. List any 
anticipated challenges and opportunities to mitigate them. 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Ecologically Best Practices, CEQA requirements met such as Categorical exemption(s), 
negative-declarations, mitigated-neg. declarations, EIR, other 

Stakeholders List of stakeholders--Be specific.  
Timeline Provide a projected timeline. Include information about needed follow up action or a 

need to repeat seasonally.  
Outcomes This section outlines the anticipated result of the item implementation. 
Cost Include cost estimates 

 

1. A project ID using the following method.  
 

Agency Letters-Year-Funding Bucket- and two-digit sequential number; If multiple agencies are 
involved, use the agency that will be the lead project manager. Funding Buckets should be identified 
as C-Core, D-D Space, and L-Local. Ex: NOV-2020-C01; SRN-2020-L03 

 
2. (**) Zones are listed as 

Novato Zone, San Rafael Zone, Central Marin Zone, Southern Marin Zone, or West Marin Zone 

3. (***) Project Site should be a geographic location/description followed by the Agency 
primarily impacted 
 

4. (****) Declarations: Declarations should address (Index) identification of existing programs in 
the JPA agreement/Measure C. Examples include: This expands an existing program; or This 
accelerates an existing program(s); or This is a new program, not possible without MWPA; or 
Without MWPA this program would have been eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19 or other 
budgetary challenges. 
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Recently the Operations Group directed all MWPA participating agencies to resubmit their proposed 
projects and programs using the approved worksheet format to be funded under the Defensible 
Space/Home Evaluations and Local Mitigation categories only. This was done to allow for a proper 
carry over for next year. This means each agency had to look at the programs and projects that they 
have previously proposed and submitted and possibly modify or reprioritize them to fit within only 
those to funding categories. Agency programs and projects will not be allowed to be funded under the 
four CORE categories at this time. (Exception: The Fire Safe Marin proposed worksheets for the public 
education and chipper days, etc., will be included under the CORE, as well as the County wide evacuation 
route study and administrative needs for the organizations structure). This was also a good time to check 
in with those agencies within shared boundary zones to make sure they considered maximizing the 
community benefit in those areas.  

Table 7: Anticipated funding levels for each agency by programmatic area 

 
Agency Estimated Revenue JPA Core 60% JPA D-Space 20% JPA Local 20% 

Bolinas Fire District $117,283  $70,370  $23,457  $23,457  

City of Mill Valley $1,165,408  $699,245  $233,082  $233,082  

City of San Rafael $4,566,132  $2,739,679  $913,226  $913,226  

City of Larkspur $1,021,872  $613,123  $204,374  $204,374  

County of Marin Fire $1,601,729  $961,037  $320,346  $320,346  

Muir Beach CSD $29,781  $17,869  $5,956  $5,956  

Inverness Fire District $99,765  $59,859  $19,953  $19,953  

Kentfield Fire District $650,053  $390,032  $130,011  $130,011  

Marinwood CSD $322,060  $193,236  $64,412  $64,412  

Novato Fire District $4,742,496  $2,845,498  $948,499  $948,499  

Sleepy Hollow Fire District $222,954  $133,772  $44,591  $44,591  

Southern Marin Fire District $2,206,416  $1,323,850  $441,283  $441,283  

Stinson Beach Fire District $131,209  $78,725  $26,242  $26,242  

Town of Corte Madera $803,265  $481,959  $160,653  $160,653  

Town of Fairfax $480,972  $288,583  $96,194  $96,194  

Town of Ross $265,735  $159,441  $53,147  $53,147  

Town of San Anselmo $898,568  $539,141  $179,714  $179,714  

Total $19,325,698  $11,595,419  $3,865,140  $3,865,140  
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MWPA Work Plan Project and Program Tracker 

As part of the MWPA 2020 Work Plan process, the operations group has compiled a system tracker spread 
sheet that provides a list of projects and costs by area that can be quickly viewed, compared and totaled. 
The below tables summarize the projects by zone. In addition, Appendix C provides details for each project 
in addition to multi-agency projects, defensible space programs, and FIRESAFE Marin’s comprehensive 
proposal.   
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  Central	Zone	Local	Wildfire	Prevention	&	Mitigation	
Item Description Project ID NTE Cost Cost Description (as needed) 

Evacuation Route and 
Shaded Fuel Break – 
Palm Hill 

Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance evacuation routes 
and defensible space surrounding 262 homes. Benefits the Palm Hill 
community, City of Larkspur, and the Town of Corte Madera  

CMD-2020-
L01 

$120,000 

Evacuation Route and shaded 
fuel break $100,000. Chipper 
Days for residents $ 20,000 to 
achieve defensible space. 

Evacuation Route and 
Shaded Fuel Break – 
Blue Rock 

Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance evacuation routes 
and defensible space surrounding 368 homes. Benefits the Blue Rock 
community, City of Larkspur, and Marin County Open Space 

CMD-2020-
L02 $140,000 

Evacuation Route and shaded 
fuel break $120,000. Chipper 
Days for residents $ 20,000 to 
achieve defensible space. 

Evacuation Route and 
Shaded Fuel Break– 
Corte Madera Ave Area 

Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance primary evacuation 
routes and defensible space surrounding 195 properties and all of 
Christmas Tree Hill 

CMD-2020-
L03 

$100,000 

Evacuation Route and shaded 
fuel break $90,000. Chipper 
Days for residents $ 10,000 to 
achieve defensible space. 

Crown and Woodland 
Fire Road Improvement 

Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above 
fire access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire 
road system, evacuation routes and provides improved defensible 
space.  

KNT-2020-
L01 $10,000 Cost estimates is $5,00-

$10,000, 2-3 days of work. 

Evergreen Fire Road 
Improvement 

Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above 
fire access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire 
road system, evacuation routes and provides improved defensible 
space.  

KNT-2020-
L02 $10,000 $10,000, 1-2 days of work. 

Rancheria Fire Road 
Improvement 

Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above 
fire access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire 
road system, evacuation routes and provides improved defensible 
space.  

KNT-2020-
L03 $10,000 5,000-$10,000, 1-2 days. 

Ridgecrest/Skylark Fire 
Road 

Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above 
fire access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire 
road system, evacuation routes and provides improved defensible 
space.  

KNT-2020-
L04 $15,000 

3 work days. Can be attached 
to projects with Open Space 
and Central Marin Fire District. 

Woodland Fire Road 
Improvement 

Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above 
fire access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire 
road system, evacuation routes and provides improved defensible 
space.  

KNT-2020-
L05 $2,000 1 work day 

Greenbrae Evacuation 
Route Improvements 

What this means Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, 
adjacent and above emergency evacuation routes to enhance fire 
service access, connectivity to fire road system, evacuation routes 
and provide improved defensible space.  

KNT-2020-
L06 

$52,000 Cost estimates is $52,000, 25 
days work. 

Hazardous Vegetation 
Removal Grant Program 
for Sleepy Hollow 

Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District residents will be offered up to 
$3000 through a grant program to remove hazardous vegetation 
from their property. 

SHFPD-
2020-L01 

$38,000 

Cost $38,000 from MWPA plus 
a match from SHFPD for a total 
of $76,000. Up to $3,000 per 
property 

Fairfax Vegetation 
Management Program 
– RVFD Central Zone  

Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant 
removal for defensible space and to improve access and egress for 
public and first responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or 
shared local open space parcels.  Includes the ability to assist 
residents or seniors with veg removal.       

Fairfax- 
2020-L01 $80,000 $80,000- includes for project 

coordination 

Town of Ross 
Vegetation 
Management Program   

Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant 
removal for defensible space and to improve access and egress for 
public and first responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or 
shared local open space parcels.  Includes the ability to assist 
residents or seniors with veg removal.       

Ross-2020-
L01 $47,000   

San Anselmo 
Vegetation 
Management Program  

Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant 
removal for defensible space and to improve access and egress for 
public and first responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or 
shared local open space parcels.  Includes the ability to assist 
residents or seniors with veg removal.       

San 
Anselmo - 
2020-L01 

$150,000   

Central Zone Total $774,000   
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Appendix A: Definitions 

 

Definitions:  
For the purposes of this document, the following words are defined: 

“Firewise Neighborhood” Firewise Neighborhood is a designation awarded by a National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) program that “teaches people how to adapt to living with wildfire and encourages 
neighbors to work together and take action now to prevent losses. 

“Fuel” means any combustible vegetation, including grass, leaves, ground litter, plants, shrubs and trees, 
which can feed a fire. 

“Prescription” means a set of standards, regulations, or recommendations that consider the unique 
aspects of a particular issue including vegetation, slope, aspect, nearby construction materials, and 
surrounding area.  

“Vegetation Management Plan” means a site-specific written plan for a property to mitigate the risk of 
wildfire through strategic reduction of combustible vegetation.  

“Wildfire” means a fire that originates in an area of combustible vegetation, as opposed to a structure 
fire, which originates in or adjacent to a building. 

“Wildland-Urban Interface” is an area where human developments (e.g., houses) abut or intermingle 
with undeveloped vegetation and where the risk of wildfire is high.   
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Appendix B: Acronyms 

ACRONYM DESCRIPTION 

AFN Access and Functional Needs 

AHJ Authority Having Jurisdiction 

CSA Community Service Agreement 

CSD Community Service District 

CWPP Community Wildfire Protection Plan 

DPW Department of Public Works 

EOC Emergency Operations Center 

FSM FIRESAFE Marin 

HEAT Homeless Emergency Action Team 

LHMP Local Hazard Mitigation Plan 

LRA Local Responsibility Areas 

MCSO Marin County Sheriff’s Office 

MMWD Marin Municipal Water District 

NCCC National Civilian Conservation Corps, An AmeriCorps Program 

NFPA National Fire Protection Association 

OES Office of Emergency Services 

PG&E Pacific Gas and Electric 

PRC Public Resource Code 

RLT Resilient Landscape Template 

SRA State Responsibility Area 

VMP Vegetation Management Plan 

WEA Wireless Emergency Alerts 

WMS Wildfire Mitigation Specialist 

WPS Wireless Priority Services 

WUI Wildland-Urban Interface 
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Appendix C: Program and Project Details 

 

Defensible Space Projects………………………………………………………………….…………..17 

Multi-Agency Projects ………………………………………………………………………….….……24 

FIRESAFE Marin Projects ……………………………………………………………………….………27 

Novato Zone Projects ……………………………………………………………………………...……43 

San Rafael Zone Projects …………………………………………………………………..…………..57 

Central Zone Projects ……………………………………………………………..………….…………68 

Southern Zone Projects ………………………………………………………………..…….…………85 

West Zone Projects …………………………………………………………………………….….……..90 

 

Defensible Space Projects 

The first year of the MWPA will consist of five unique defensible space programs. These reflect 
individual agencies and collective programs. The five unique programs are summarized below, 
supported by project summaries, and include the following agency groupings. 

1.) Novato Fire Protection District  

2.) City of San Rafael and Marinwood CSD  

3.) Bolinas Fire District, City of Larkspur, County of Marin Fire, Muir Beach CSD, Inverness Fire District, 
Kentfield Fire District, Sleepy Hollow Fire District, Stinson Beach Fire District, Town of Corte Madera, 
Town of Fairfax, Town of Ross, and Town of San Anselmo 

4.) City of Mill Valley 

5.) Southern Marin Fire District 
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NOV-2020-D01  
Novato – North 
Zone  

All Parcels – Novato – North Zone  

Action/Project  Home Hardening/D Space Evaluation Program  
NFD Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS)  

What this means  Up to 6 Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS) contracted, trained, 
and equipped to perform Structural Ignitability and Defensible Space 
Evaluations; Parcel by parcel to provide quality evaluations of fire hazards on all 
parcels areas in Novato (North Zone). WMS hired under full time, limited term 
contracts to work year-round to assess and record existing conditions, writes 
prescriptions for each parcel, and provides written evaluations, and face to face 
education-based remedies to property owners.  

Rationale  Support homeowners to modify the existing built environment, and create good 
defensible spaces, reduce hazards, and create a more fire adaptive community. 
The results of these evaluations will provide parcel level data and hazard 
identification, thereby facilitating increasingly informed decisions about where 
best to apply home hardening incentives and vegetation management funding. 
Compliance can best be achieved by education and cooperative analysis of 
existing conditions. Compliance based approach uses evaluations, guidance, 
persuasion, incentives, and other cooperation tools to induce voluntary 
compliance.  

Declarations  This expands and accelerates an existing limited term program; Without MWPA 
this program would have been eliminated / reduced due to COVID-19 or other 
budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Compulsory partnerships with allied agencies are required when deterrence 
approach is the only remaining option. Hiring practices may take longer to 
select best qualifying candidates and provide for comprehensive background 
and medical checks.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  NFD, homeowners, business owners, City of Novato  
Timeline  60 days to hire, plus minimum of 40 hrs. training to begin in the field.  
Outcomes  100% of all parcels evaluated within two years of implementation, continual 

follow up mitigation in the subsequent years; Quality evaluations based on 
uniformed criteria in alignment with NFPA WMS Certification through testing 
against NFPA 1144, Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from 
Wildland Fire (2018).  

Cost  Not to exceed 20% of available funding (Approx. $900,000) for this local control 
programmatic area in the North Zone.  
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  SNR-2020-D01  
San Rafael Zone  
  

Expanded Defensible Space Program 

Action/Project  To better serve the public, San Rafael will hire/ utilize 6 seasonal Defensible Space 
Inspectors, supported by 2 full time fixed term positions. They will provide 
education to residents in the WUI, offer recommendations, and perform 
vegetation inspections throughout San Rafael and Marinwood. 

What this means  Temporary employees would be brought on for approx. 6 months, increasing 
inspection capacity and prevention resources.  Two full time staff would manage 
seasonal staff and provide continuity.  

Rationale  San Rafael currently has the capacity to complete annual vegetation 
inspections for only approximately 1/3 of WUI parcels. Additional staff and 
resources are needed to reach all at risk properties and work with property 
owners to create defensible space.  Improves first responder safety by reducing 
hazards. 

Declarations  This is maintenance of a program that would have been eliminated due to COVID-
19 budget challenges and an expansion that would not have been possible 
without the MWPA. 

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Recruiting and training qualified inspectors. A late start to this season. 

Environmental level & 
ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  San Rafael and Marinwood residents, first responders. 
Timeline  30 days to get program up and running. This includes testing inspection software, 

training program, hiring inspectors, and procuring vehicles.  Inspectors would 
need to be re-hired annually; however, some may reapply and permanent 
positions also may become available.   

Outcomes  All WUI parcels are inspected and educated annually. Provides a path into the fire 
service for seasonal employees and offers more interaction with the public, 
leading to higher compliance rates.  

Cost  $420,000 for staff (2 full time, 6 part time), hardware, software, and vehicles. 
Marinwood to contribute $40,000, with remainder covered by San Rafael. 
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  SRN-2020-D02  
San Rafael Zone  City of San Rafael  
Action/Project  Lease a Chipper Seasonally to assist homeowners with vegetation disposal as part 

of the defensible space program and support for low income property owners. 
What this means  A chipper would be leased by the City of San Rafael to help homeowners dispose 

of combustible vegetation. Having a chipper on hand and more available provides 
an incentive to homeowners that need to do more work.   

Rationale  While San Rafael has offered a chipper service for Bamboo and Juniper for 
neighborhoods in the past, a dedicated chipper during the Summer and Fall 
provides the opportunity for more Chipper disposal days for more areas around 
the City. This program ties into Home Hardening Assistance and Vegetation 
Management.   

Declarations  Without MWPA this program would have been eliminated/reduced due 
to budgetary challenges brought on by COVID-19.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Individuals with proper training will be needed to operate the chipper. 
These individuals may come from other City departments or individual 
contractors.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A Private Property  

Stakeholders  City of San Rafael Fire Department, Department of Public Works, San Rafael 
residents in the WUI.   

Timeline  A chipper can be leased within a week and would be kept for 6 months.  
Outcomes  Reduces the cost of using a contractor with a per-day rate. More opportunities for 

residents to have material chipped and disposed of from their property.  
Cost  $30,000 for 6 months ($4,000 per month) plus transport/fuel 
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 MRN-2020-D01 
Location Zone** West Marin & Central Zones  
Action/Project Centralized Defensible Space & Home Hardening Evaluations/Inspections    
What this means MCFD/RVFD hires a seasonal lead inspector and 20+ seasonal inspectors to 

implement a centralized program for the MWPA.     
Rationale Develop a centralized program with shared resources to increase inspections 

and homeowner education. Participating Agencies:  Central Marin Fire, 
Kentfield Fire, Ross Valley Fire, Marin County Fire, Bolinas FPD, Stinson, Muir 
Beach (limited)  

Declarations NEW Centralized Defensible Space & Home Hardening Program – Program is 
already reduced due to COVID19.  Many departments have no funding nor 
capability to fund an inspection/evaluation program beyond complaint based 
without the MWPA.     

Concerns & 
Challenges 

This section includes a discussion of political, legal, or cost feasibility concerns. 
List any anticipated challenges and opportunities to mitigate them. 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

N/A – State and County Fire Code.   

Stakeholders Homeowners and those who defend structures during wildland /structure 
firefighting.   

Timeline June 1-4 training 
June 8- Sept 31, 2020 – Typically annually or inspection occurs every other year.  

Outcomes Improves residents understanding of how to improve their home, property and 
neighborhoods defensibility from wildfires.       

Cost $600,000 – Fire Chiefs and Town Managers will work to apportion costs later in 
the fiscal year.  
 
Total 2020 D-space allocation for participating agencies is listed below.  Once 
the program costs roll up, Chiefs will distribute allocations amongst jurisdictions 
and provide for start-up funds for 2021 Season.  If jurisdictions do not spend 
their allocation specifically on Defensible space evaluations, then funds will be 
rolled over to administering small grants to homeowners to assist with home 
hardening or flammable plant removal.     
 
Ross - $53,000 
San Anselmo - $179,000 
Fairfax - $96000 
Sleepy Hollow - $44591 
Central Marin (Larkspur, Corte Madera) - $365027 
County of Marin  $320,000 
Kentfield  $130,000 
Total $1,187,618 
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  MVFD-2020-D01  
South Zone  All Parcels – Mill Valley- Southern Marin – South Zone  
Action/Project  MVFD Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS)  
What this means  Up to 1.5 Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS) & .5 Code Enforcement 

Officer (CEO) contracted, trained, and equipped to perform Structural Ignitability 
and Defensible Space Evaluations; Parcel by parcel to provide quality evaluations 
of fire hazards on all parcels areas in the City of Mill Valley (South Zone). WMS 
hired under full time, limited term contracts to work year-round to assess and 
record existing conditions, writes prescriptions for each parcel, and provides 
written evaluations, and face to face education-based remedies to property 
owners.   

Rationale  Support homeowners to modify the existing built environment, and create good 
defensible spaces, reduce hazards, and create a more fire adaptive community. 
The results of these evaluations will provide parcel level data and hazard 
identification, thereby facilitating increasingly informed decisions about where 
best to apply home hardening incentives and vegetation management 
funding.  Compliance can best be achieved by education and cooperative analysis 
of existing conditions. Compliance based approach uses evaluations, guidance, 
persuasion, incentives, and other cooperation tools to induce voluntary 
compliance.  

Declarations  This expands and accelerates an existing program. Without MWPA this program 
would have been eliminated / reduced due to COVID-19 or other budgetary 
challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Compulsory partnerships with allied agencies are required when deterrence 
approach is the only remaining option. Hiring practices may take longer to select 
best qualifying candidates and provide for comprehensive background and medical 
checks.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  The City of Mill Valley  
Timeline  60 days to hire, plus minimum of 40 hrs. training to begin in the field.   
Outcomes  100% of all parcels evaluated within two years of implementation, continual follow 

up mitigation in the subsequent years; Quality evaluations based on uniformed 
criteria in alignment with NFPA WMS Certification through testing against NFPA 
1144, Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from Wildland Fire (2018).  

Cost  Not to exceed 20% of available funding (Approx. $233,000) for this local control 
programmatic area in the South Zone.  
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  SMFD-2020-D01  
Southern 
Marin – South Zone  

All Parcels – Southern Marin – South Zone  

Action/Project  SMFD Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS)  
What this means  Up to 4 Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists (CWMS) contracted, trained, and 

equipped to perform Structural Ignitability and Defensible Space 
Evaluations; Parcel by parcel to provide quality evaluations of fire hazards on all 
parcels in Mill Valley, Tiburon & Sausalito, (South Zone). WMS hired under full 
time, limited term contracts to work year-round to assess and record existing 
conditions, writes prescriptions for each parcel, and provides written evaluations, 
and face to face education-based remedies to property owners.   

Rationale  
  
  
  

  

Support homeowners to modify the existing built environment, and create good 
defensible spaces, reduce hazards, and create a more fire adaptive 
community. The results of these evaluations will provide parcel level data and 
hazard identification, thereby facilitating increasingly informed decisions about 
where best to apply home hardening incentives and vegetation management 
funding.  Compliance can best be achieved by education and cooperative analysis 
of existing conditions. Compliance based approach uses evaluations, guidance, 
persuasion, incentives, and other cooperation tools to induce voluntary 
compliance.  

Declarations  This expands and accelerates an existing program. Without MWPA this program 
would have been eliminated / reduced due to COVID-19 or other budgetary 
challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Compulsory partnerships with allied agencies are required when deterrence 
approach is the only remaining option. Hiring practices may take longer to select 
best qualifying candidates and provide for comprehensive background and medical 
checks.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  SMFD, homeowners, business owners, County of Marin, Town of Tiburon & City 
of Sausalito  

Timeline  60 days to hire, plus minimum of 40 hrs. training to begin in the field.   
Outcomes  100% of all parcels evaluated within two years of implementation, continual follow 

up mitigation in the subsequent years; Quality evaluations based on uniformed 
criteria in alignment with NFPA WMS Certification through testing against NFPA 
1144, Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from Wildland Fire (2018).  

Cost  Not to exceed 20% of available funding (Approx. $400,000) for this local control 
programmatic area in the South Zone.  
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Multi-Agency Projects 

Across zones, centralized projects have been developed that will benefit and be supported by multiple 
agency local funds. These projects include FIRECLEAR Evacuation maps for 5 agencies (L01), a Central 
Marin Disaster Coordinator(L02), and defensible space assistance program for seniors (L03). These 
projects total an estimated $88,000 with specific agency allocations included in the below project 
summaries.  

Project ID#* MRN-2020-L01 
Multi-Zone West Marin, Ross, Fairfax, San Anselmo, Sleepy Hollow  
Action/Project Centralized FIRECLEAR Evacuation Map Production  
What this means MCFD acquired funds to update evacuation maps for numerous fire 

jurisdictions.  This request includes cost to finish the mapping edits (if/as 
needed) and provide for the initial cost of printing and production of the new 
large display maps of the evac zones/routes for Marin Fire Agencies, Cities & 
Towns.  
The vender will provide a digital version of the large overview/display maps 
zones for each fire station, town, city hall and distribute a small supply of hard 
copy maps to each jurisdiction for initial use.        

Rationale CORE program goal of Improvements to Evacuation Alert and Warning 
Systems. Residents number one concern is the location of their evacuation 
route and area of refuge.  These maps give them the ability to study and pre-
plan their evacuation and ability to work with their neighbors and family on 
what they need to do.   

Declarations NEW project that was minimally funded by MCFD, without the MWPA the 
products for the public would be limited or only digitally available.  

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal challenges – eliminates the need for several jurisdictions to obtain 
funds to print and distribute map products to constituents. Many members of 
the public cannot read or decipher a printed map and will need to take time to 
understand content and exercise their plan with family and neighbors.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

N/A     

Stakeholders Public homeowners, business owners and Fire Departments and other 
emergency managers, City and Towns.   

Timeline   60-90 days once data is available from the vendor.    
Outcomes This will convey the importance of distributing spatial awareness to encourage 

residents, visitors to Marin the importance of having good situational 
awareness of the fire danger and their response during an evacuation.   
Provides a one-time opportunity to establish base line display maps and small 
supply for each jurisdiction.   

Cost Total estimated budget $18,000   
Allocation Estimates are as followed: Ross: $2,000; Sleepy Hollow: $2,000; 
County: $5,000; Fairfax: $4,000; San Anselmo: $5,000 
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L02 
Location Zone**  Central Zone 
Action/Project Disaster Coordinator  
What this means 

 

Rationale Local funds – shared part time Disaster Coordinator position.  Will coordinate 
with local entities on wildfire preparedness planning with fire agencies, 
communities and assist with local evacuation planning and drills.   

Declarations Position works with Towns and County to provide Disaster Coordination 
services related wildfire preparedness and liaison to local residents.   

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal challenges – recruitment and training of qualified staff 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

N/A     

Stakeholders Public and Fire Departments and other emergency managers countywide.    

Timeline        
Outcomes Provides consistent, coordinated services for the Towns, Community, and 

County.   
Cost Shared position, totally $40,000 with the following agency contribution: 

Ross                   $4,000 
Fairfax              $12,100 
San Anselmo   $20,100 
Sleepy Hollow   $3,900 
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L03 
Location Zone** West Marin & Central Zones  
Action/Project Senior Assistance Defensible Space Program  
What this means Provide funds for seniors & AFN who are physically and financially unable to 

perform their defensible space immediately around their homes.       
Rationale  Defensible Space & Home Hardening is a core element including support to 

seniors and those with access and functional needs.     
Declarations NEW Senior Assistance Defensible Space program – MCFD had a previous grant 

in which the funds are depleted.    Many departments have no funding nor 
capability to fund a senior assistance program.   

Concerns & 
Challenges 

 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

N/A – State and County Fire Code.   

Stakeholders Homeowners and those who defend structures during wildland /structure 
firefighting.   

Timeline Residents self-identify thru the defensible space evaluation program.  The list if 
prioritized.   Immediate ability to implement. Obtain bids from contractors on 
house by house basis and need.  

Outcomes Improves those Seniors residents’ defensible space and contributes to a 
neighborhood’s defensibility from wildfires.       

Cost $30,000  
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FIRESAFE Marin Projects 

FIRESAFE Marin, a non-profit organization dedicated to reducing Wildland Fire hazards and improving 
Fire-safety awareness in Marin County, has proposed a comprehensive public education and outreach 
program to support the goals of the MWPA. With approval, FIRESAFE Marin is prepared to quickly 
implement the proposal and improve public safety through education and direct support. 

The projects summarized below include requests for Core funding to support Alert and Warning via Red 
Flag Warning signs ($12,500; C-19) and NOAA Weather Radios ($30,000; C-17); increased vegetation 
management via a countywide chipper program ($500,000; C-18) and a public education program 
($558,783; C01-C16). The public education program includes 16 specific focus areas summarized below 
with full project sheets following.  

FIRESafe MARIN's public education proposal requires a team approach to deliver each project.  None of 
the proposed projects is discretely funded nor the sole responsibility of a single team member.  The 
small proposed team includes a Program Manager, Firewise Liaison, and a part time Fire-Safety Trainer.  
It is supported by a part time administrative assistant and third-party contractors to assist as needed 
with video production, printed materials and expanded outreach through social messaging and related 
media.  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also includes 
administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot and Red Flag Warning 
pilot.   
 

Monthly Webinars FSM-2020-C01 
5 (1 in each zone) in person community Wildfire Protection Workshops annually FSM-2020-C02 
Annual workshop for Landscape Professionals FSM-2020-C03 
Annual Workshop for Home Hardening Contractors FSM-2020-C04 
Fire Prevention and Preparedness in schools through partnership with "Get Ready Fifth 
Grade" FSM-2020-C05 
Prepare Educational materials such as brochures and handouts FSM-2020-C06 
Develop Spanish language training and educational materials FSM-2020-C07 
Support for Wildfire Mitigation Specialists via supplemental training and educational 
materials FSM-2020-C08 
Monthly Firewise online Community Meetings FSM-2020-C09 
Staff to support Firewise USA sites with technical and direct support FSM-2020-C10 
Maintain current and comprehensive website with library of resources FSM-2020-C11 
Educational video- creation and distribution FSM-2020-C12 
Respond to resident inquiries and requests in timely manner FSM-2020-C13 
Prepare and distribute monthly newsletter FSM-2020-C14 
Print Media content: Prepare articles for print media such as Marin IJ and Pacific Sun FSM-2020-C15 
Collaboratively establish Fire Smart demonstration gardens throughout the County FSM-2020-C16 
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FSM-2020-C01 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION: MONTHLY WEBINARS 

What this 
means 

Provide one (1) interactive on-line wildfire protection and prevention education webinar 
per month and widely advertise its availability.  Different topics would be presented each 
month with classes archived and available for review on our website.  

Rationale During the pandemic, FSM began hosting its training classes on-line.  This format has 
proved popular and attendance has dramatically increased.  Interaction and engagement 
with the attendees have also increased with many participating in the question and 
answer periods. 

All our classes, trainings, workshops and educational materials will be developed 
in consultation with Marin Fire Prevention Officers to ensure all wildfire 
protection and prevention educational materials are current and standardized 
throughout the County.    We are committed to work with Marin's major 
environmental groups, such as the Marin Conservation League, Marin Master 
Gardeners, the California Native Plant Society, and others to ensure 
standardization and coordination of wildfire protection and prevention 
information and incorporation of appropriate environmental Concerns & 
Challenges/issues in educational material.  The ESP (Environmentally Sound 
Practices) is a newly formed committee composed of representatives from 
Marin’s environmental and climate organizations and fire professionals which 
also includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA 
radio pilot and Red Flag Warning pilot.  h is already formed for this purpose. 

Declaration FSM has provided training in the past.  Webinar training is a new format and expanded 
format.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County of 
Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding streams 
will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM does not have sufficient staff to meet the educational needs of Marin County 
residents.  

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, Marin residents and residents of 
communities outside of who choose to attend.  We have already had participants from 
other California counties.   

Timeline Monthly starting in June 2020 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, community 
residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, 
neighborhoods and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C02 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION: COMMUNITY WILDFIRE PROTECTION AND PREVENTION WORKSHOPS 

What this 
means 

Provide five (5) Community wildfire protection and prevention workshops per year -- one 
in each of the five JPA operational zones. These workshops would include information on 
home hardening, fire safe landscaping, evacuation protocols, and other topics.  These 
workshops should also serve to connect property owners with landscapers and home 
hardening contractors. 

Rationale In person workshops allow helpful demonstrations including small scale live burns of 
sample materials as well as an opportunity for vendors to explain and demonstrate the 
latest fire safety products.   

Declaration FSM has provided workshops in the past.  These will be expanded to all zones, FSM has 
depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County of Marin for this type of 
program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding streams will no longer be 
available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Shelter in place order may prevent large public gathering 

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, Marin residents and residents of 
communities outside of Marin who choose to attend.  If space is an issue, Marin 
residents will receive preference.   

Timeline Provide five (5) Community wildfire protection and prevention workshops - one in each 
of the five JPA operational zones in this calendar year assuming shelter in place order 
lifted in time. 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, community 
residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, 
neighborhoods and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C03 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION: WORKSHOP FOR LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONALS.  

What this 
means 

Provide one (1) annual training workshop for Landscape professionals.  

Rationale Last year's successful workshop allowed FSM to provide valuable information to 
landscape professionals to improve their ability to create and maintain fire safe 
landscaping.  The list of participating landscapers is an important resource for residents 
helping them to choose the appropriate landscaper.     

Declaration FSM has provided this workshop in the past.  FSM expects to expand content and 
participation.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County 
of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding 
streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Shelter in place order may prevent large public gathering 

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, landscape professionals, residents 

Timeline Provide one landscape workshop this calendar year 

Outcomes Landscapers will be able to provide fire safe landscaping services based on the latest 
industry and County standards.   

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C04 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  WORKSHOP FOR HOME HARDENING CONTRACTORS 

What this 
means 

Provide one (1) annual training workshop for Home Hardening contractors.  

Rationale Last year's successful workshop allowed FSM to provide valuable information to home 
hardening contractors to improve their ability to create and maintain fire safe homes.  
The list of participating contractors is an important resource for residents in choosing a 
contractor.   

Declaration FSM has provided this workshop in the past.  FSM expects to expand content and 
participation.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County 
of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding 
streams will no longer be available. 
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Concerns & 
Challenges 

Shelter in place order may prevent large public gathering 

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, home hardening contractors, residents. 

Timeline Provide one home hardening workshop this calendar year 

Outcomes Home hardening contractors will be able to provide fire safe services based on the latest 
industry and County standards.   

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C05 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  FIRE PREVENTION AND PREPAREDNESS IN SCHOOLS  

What this 
means 

Collaborate with Marin Schools to develop and deliver a wildfire protection and 
prevention training module similar to the American Red Cross’ Pillowcase Project.  
Marin's “Get Ready Fifth Grade” program is under revision and provides an excellent 
partnership opportunity.  

Rationale These programs have also proven effective in educating parents who often do not have 
time to attend workshops and classes.  

Declaration This is a new program.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the 
County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these 
funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM needs permission from Marin Schools to participate in the project.  Shelter in place 
orders may reduce our ability to work with school staff.  The current status of the “Get 
Ready Fifth Grade” program is unclear.  

Stakeholders FSM, Marin School District, Marin residents 

Timeline Our goal is to develop the program this year depending on interest and availability of 
Marin Schools.   

Outcomes Not only would students receive some basic fire safety education, but their participation 
in this project will help raise awareness of parents.   

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C06 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION: EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS  

What this 
means 

Prepare educational materials, such as brochures and handouts for distribution to the 
public and as an educational resource for Wildfire Mitigation Specialists when doing field 
evaluations.  

Rationale Since its inception FSM has prepared educational materials for the public based on the 
latest fire science and research.   New information is constantly developed, and FSM is 
committed to continuing to produce informative and professional looking materials.   
FSM will work with third party contractors as necessary to ensure that the materials are 
visually interesting as well as easy to read and understand.    

Declaration FSM has provided educational materials in the past.  FSM expects to expand content and 
distribution.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County 
of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding 
streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

None 

Stakeholders FSM; fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin residents 

Timeline On going 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, community 
residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, 
neighborhoods and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C07 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  BILINGUAL TRAINING AND MATERIALS  

What this 
means 

Develop bilingual educational materials and training. 

Rationale A number of Marin residents are Spanish speaking with English as their second language.  
Critical materials and some training related to fire prevention and preparedness should 
be available in Spanish. 

Declaration This will be a new project.    FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend 
from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement 
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these funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM is not likely to receive sufficient funding to translate all educational materials and 
provide all training in Spanish.  However, some major materials could be translated, and 
some Spanish language training made available.  FSM will need to develop new 
partnerships with Spanish language community groups to better assess need.   

Stakeholders FSM staff; fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin residents for whom English 
is not their first language 

Timeline FSM can immediately begin work on this program, but it is not possible to provide a 
timeline until more assessment of the need and available resources is completed.   

Outcomes By reaching more community members whose first language is not English we can 
increase and improve understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, 
community residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, 
their homes, neighborhoods and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C08 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  SUPPORT FOR Wildfire Mitigation Specialists  

What this 
means 

FSM can serve as an important resource to provide supplemental training and/or 
educational materials to support to MWPA's Wildfire Mitigation Specialists in the field.  

Rationale FSM's training experience, large collection of informational materials and long history of 
working with the public is well suited to supplement the classroom training program for 
Wildfire Mitigation Specialists including providing off line video training.   

Declaration This will be a new project.  FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from 
the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these 
funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM would look to field personnel for input regarding the quality and type of educational 
materials needed.  

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, Wildfire Mitigation Specialists, residents 

Timeline Specialists training has already started, FSM would support throughout the year. 

Outcomes Specialists receive the benefit of both the training and educational materials and 
expertise of FSM allowing them to more effectively do their job and provide valuable 
educational materials directly to the public.   

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
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includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C09 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:   FIREWISE COMMUNITY MEETINGS 

What this 
means 

Organize a monthly on-line County-wide Firewise Community meeting to share 
information and best practices.  

Rationale FSM has successfully helped host County-wide Firewise meetings.  Valuable information 
is provided and shared at this meeting.   Firewise members share best practices and 
Concerns & Challenges.   We recently moved to a digital format which also includes 
administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot and Red 
Flag Warning pilot.  h improved attendance and participation.   

Declaration FSM has helped host quarterly Firewise meetings in the past.  FSM expects to expand 
content, frequency and participation.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small 
stipend from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA 
agreement these funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

None 

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, Marin Firewise members, residents 
interested in starting a Firewise site. 

Timeline FSM has already started implementation and will continue to hold monthly meetings.  

Outcomes Firewise communities improve performance and efficiency by sharing best practices. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C010 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  SUPPORT FIREWISE USA SITES 

What this 
means 

Actively support Marin’s FIREWISE USA sites by doing the following: Visit sites regularly; 
attend their local meetings; give advice on increasing member participation and 
improving effectiveness; provide educational information; and work with local Fire 
Agencies to increase the number of sites.  

Rationale Many Firewise communities have trouble engaging their members.  The Neighborhood 
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Response Group program in Central Marin has shown that dedicated staff can greatly 
enhance the ability of residents to improve the efficiency and outreach of their 
organization.   

Declaration FSM has provided limited support to Firewise Sites in the past.  FSM expects to expand 
number of sites, level of support and participation.   FSM has depended on grant 
funding and a small stipend from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under 
the new MWPA agreement these funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Firewise groups often start with a few motivated individuals who have trouble with 
engagement and outreach without experienced staff support.   FSM does not have 
sufficient staff to provide the needed support.   

Stakeholders FSM, guest speakers from multiple disciplines, Marin Firewise members  

Timeline This is an ongoing program that would immediately be expanded with dedicated staff 
support.   

Outcomes Firewise Leaders will have the training and support necessary to more effectively get 
residents to participate in fire safety and fuel reduction projects 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C011 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  COMPREHENSIVE WEB SITE AND LIBRARY 

What this 
means 

Maintain an up-to-date and comprehensive website with an extensive library of 
resources covering a plethora of wildfire protection and prevention topics.   

Rationale Fire safety science is continuously evolving.  New information and field studies are 
regularly produced.  It is critical to remain current on the science and to update our 
library of resources.   

Declaration FSM has maintained a library of resources in the past.  FSM expects to expand content 
and access.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County 
of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding 
streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM requires sufficient staffing to keep informational content current 

Stakeholders FSM; fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin residents 

Timeline On going 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, residents can 
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effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, neighborhoods 
and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C012 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:   EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS 

What this 
means 

Develop and widely distribute short videos on important fire safety topics. 

Rationale During the shelter in place, FSM produces a series of short (5-7 min) videos on fire safety 
topics focused on providing some simple steps homeowners could take to immediately 
improve the safety of their properties.    The feedback we received was overwhelmingly 
positive.  Mill Valley has developed a short (3 min) wildfire protection and prevention 
video that is run in movie theaters.   FSM would also like to develop a series on different 
topics for theaters.  

Declaration FSM just produced a short series of videos.  FSM expects to expand content, quality and 
distribution.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County 
of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding 
streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Need to develop an agreement with theater owners.   

Stakeholders FSM staff; fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin residents 

Timeline FSM plans to develop one 7-minute video each month.   Shorter theater videos would be 
produced dependent upon ability to have them screened for showing. 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, community 
residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, 
neighborhoods and natural resources. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C13 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:    REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM RESIDENTS 

What this 
means 

Provide a prompt response to requests from the public for wildfire protection and 
prevention information. All code enforcement or other local fire safety issues will be 
directed to the appropriate Fire Agency.  

Rationale FSM receives 50-100 phone calls and emails per day.  With virtually no staff, many of 
these communications go unanswered.   FSM believes the public is entitled to a timely 
response.  Most of the calls are requests for fire safety information, but occasionally we 
receive a concern regarding a potential code violation.  Such request will be forwarded to 
the appropriate fire agency to handle.   

Declaration FSM has not been able to keep up with requests for information in the past.  FSM expects 
to respond to all requests in a timely manner.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a 
small stipend from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA 
agreement these funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

FSM cannot manage our email and call volume in a timely manner without administrative 
support.   

Stakeholders FSM staff; fire agencies, Marin residents 

Timeline On going 

Outcomes Residents will receive timely response to requests for fire safety information and their 
code and related Concerns & Challenges will be forwarded to the appropriate fire agency.  

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

FSM-2020-C14 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  MONTHLY NEWSLETTER  

What this 
means 

 Prepare a newsletter with wide distribution.  

Rationale FSM already produces a newsletter with 4000 subscribers.   We want to make this a 
regular monthly newsletter and expand readership. 

Declaration FSM has sporadically published a newsletter in the past.  FSM expects to publish a date 
certain letter in a new format with broader distribution.   FSM has depended on grant 
funding and a small stipend from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under 
the new MWPA agreement these funding streams will no longer be available. 
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Concerns & 
Challenges 

Monthly newsletters are extremely valuable but require significant staff time. 

Stakeholders FSM staff; fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin residents 

Timeline Ongoing, monthly 

Outcomes With a good understanding of wildfire hazards and mitigation strategies, community 
residents can effectively lower the wildfire risk and losses to themselves, their homes, 
neighborhoods and natural resources.    

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   

 

 

FSM-2020-C15 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  PRINT MEDIA ARTICLES  

What this 
means 

Prepare regular wildfire protection and prevention articles and Op Eds for publication in 
Marin media outlets including the Marin IJ, Pacific Sun, MarinScope, and other 
Community newspapers.  

Rationale Traditional print media is still widely read.  It is important to have a regular presence in 
these publications.   FSM would like to better utilize some of the outlets with smaller 
distribution and continue to publish in the IJ.   

Declaration FSM has occasionally published in print media in the past.  FSM to greatly expand the 
both the number of articles offered and reach a broader base of distribution’s has 
depended on grant funding and a small stipend from the County of Marin for this type of 
program.  Under the new MWPA agreement these funding streams will no longer be 
available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Like newsletters, articles and Op Eds require significant staff time. 

Stakeholders FSM, Marin residents 

Timeline On going 

Outcomes Marin residents will be better engaged, informed and prepared if fire safety is a frequent 
topic in traditional print media. 

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C16 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:   FIRE SAFE LANDSCAPE DEMONSTRATION GARDENS 

What this 
means 

Collaborate with the UC Marin Master Gardeners and similar organizations to create Fire 
Smart demonstration gardens throughout the County including examples of home 
hardening where possible. 

Rationale One of the biggest obstacles FSM encounters when educating the public about fire safety 
improvements to home landscape is a reluctance to make changes due to a lack of visual 
information about the appearance of their property if changed to fire smart landscaping.  
UC Marin Master Gardeners has created fire safe demonstration gardens that are both 
visually appealing and fire safe.  FSM would like to work with MMG to create 
demonstration gardens throughout the County that are appropriate for the climate and 
surrounding landscape in our various sub regions. 

Declaration FSM has just started very preliminary discussions with UC Marin Master Gardeners 
regarding demonstration gardens.  FSM Marin wants to develop proposals to have 
gardens in all climate zones.   FSM has depended on grant funding and a small stipend 
from the County of Marin for this type of program.  Under the new MWPA agreement 
these funding streams will no longer be available. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

There is no funding request for the materials and labor needed to create the 
demonstration gardens.   FSM would work with MMG to come back to MWPA with 
requests for funding as projects are developed.    

Stakeholders FSM; UC Marin Master Gardeners, fire agencies, environmental organizations, Marin 
residents 

Timeline FSM has already begun to meet with MMG and is in the process of developing a 
demonstration garden program.    

Outcomes Marin residents will see fire safe landscaping that is both visually appealing and 
environmentally appropriate for their area.   This will encourage them to make their 
homes safer.   

Cost  FSM's total budget request for the 17 public education projects is $558,783 which also 
includes administration of three additional projects: chipper program, NOAA radio pilot 
and Red Flag Warning pilot.   
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FSM-2020-C17 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  NOAA RADIO PILOT PROJECT   

Description The Marin County Sheriff’s Office of Emergency Services (OES) recently entered into a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) to include their NOAA weather radio system as part of the 
County's alert and warning system.  FSM proposes to distribute 1000 radios 
strategically throughout the County through Firewise communities as part of a pilot to 
test reception and ease of programming.   The radios are capable of delivering Alert 
Marin messages related to large events to areas with no cell coverage and during 
Power Safety shutoffs.   If successful, the MWPA could consider expanding the 
program.   

Rationale The primary advantages of this radio system are that it remains functional during 
power shutoffs and provides reception in most if not all areas of the County that do 
not have regular cell phone coverage.     Recently the Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection 
District distributed NOAA weather radios to each of its block captains.  Pending a 
successful test of the system by Marin OES, the District intends to use existing funds to 
distribute radios to all 850 households in Sleepy Hollow, which has little to no routine 
cell phone coverage.  The Novato Fire District has also expressed interest in doing a 
similar pilot project.   

Concerns The project requires the cooperation of NOAA and Marin OES to conduct a system test. 

Stakeholders FSM, public safety agencies, Marin residents.   

Timeline Summer/Fall 2020 

Outcomes If successful residents could be confident of receiving major alerts even if there is no 
power or cell coverage.   

Cost  (1000) Midland WR120-ez radios x $30 ea. = $30,000  

FSM will manage the program and distribute the radios with programming instructions 
to strategically selected Firewise communities as part of its Public Education proposal.   
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FSM-2020-C18 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:  CHIPPER DAYS PROJECT   

Description We propose to offer curb side pickup chipper days to each FIREWISE Site in Marin.   
Smaller sites would be grouped together for efficiency.   Each of the seventeen 
participating jurisdictions in the MWPA would also be offered two site targeted 
chipper days.  FIRESafe MARIN would coordinate the program for the first year in 
cooperation with local agencies.    

Rationale Chipper days are one of the most successful community-based vegetation 
management programs in Marin.  FSM has been providing and managing chipper days 
for a number of years including curbside pickup 

Declaration  FSM has provided chipper days in the past.  The program will be expanded to more 
sites in all zones and due to in part to shelter in place restrictions it will be curbside 
pickup.   FSM has depended on grant funding for this type of program.  Under the new 
MWPA agreement FSM will no longer be applying directly for grants.   

Concerns & 
Challenges 

The fire season has already started and there is immediate demand for chipper days. 
Landscape contractors are busy during the fire season and their availability may be 
more limited this year due to competing vegetation management projects.  Scheduling 
will be difficult, and it will need to be spread over several months to accommodate the 
size of the program.   
Shelter in place restrictions make curbside pickup a more realistic alternative.  More 
residents participate than in drop off programs, but it can be difficult on smaller streets 
and steep hills.   Much coordination will be necessary to accomplish all the program 
goals and some goals may need to be scaled back as the program progresses.   Pricing 
can only be estimated and may vary due to demand and terrain of each 
site/jurisdiction. 

Stakeholders FSM, cities and towns, residents, Firewise communities  

Timeline June through September  

Outcomes Chipper days reduce the overall fuel load.  

Cost  Up to (200) individual curbside pickup chipper days at estimated $2500 each = not to 
exceed $500,000 
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FSM-2020-C19 

Novato, San Rafael, Central Marin, Southern Marin, and West Marin Zones 

ACTION:   RED FLAG WARNING SIGNAGE PROJECT 

Description FSM will convene a working group to develop standard signage and protocols for use 
during Red Flag Warning events.   Signs announcing a Red Flag Warning will be affixed 
to standard A frame type construction barricades and placed strategically at major 
entry/exit points of Firewise neighborhoods.   Firewise community members will be 
responsible for placing, removing and storing the signs.   A public education campaign 
advising residents on fire safety during Red Flag events will be part of the project.   

Rationale Last fire season the Cascade Canyon Firewise Site in Fairfax piloted a project that 
involved placing red flag warning signs on major streets in their community.   The signs 
were placed on standard A frame style construction barricades.   FIREWISE Site 
members placed, removed, and stored their signs.   The program was well received and 
very successful.   A number of other Firewise communities have approached FSM about 
expanding the program to other areas of Marin 

Concerns It is difficult to determine exactly how many signs will be needed, but our request is for 
250 signs to start.  We can return to MWPA with an additional request if the project 
merits.  

Stakeholders FSM, Fire Agencies, Firewise residents 

Timeline Summer 2020 

Outcomes Communities will have a strong reminder that the fire risk is greatly increased during 
Red Flag events and residents will be better prepared to take prompt action if a wildfire 
does develop.   

Cost  250 signs @ $50 each = $12,500 
FSM will organize the program and provide educational materials as part of its Public 
Education Proposal.   
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Novato Area Zone 

The Novato Zone, composed of the Novato Fire Protection District, has approximately 948,000 of local 
funding to commit to projects in the MWPA’s first year. The Specific project sheets are below and 
includes increased public education and evacuation improvements via printing and mailing FIRECLEAR 
Evacuation brochures (L01), NOAA Weather Radio Distribution (L02), grants to property owners (L03 & 
L04), fuel reduction work (L05, L06, L07, & L08) and community chipper days (L09). The total proposed 
budget for these projects is $830,000. 

Regarding Defensible Space and Home Hardening, The Novato Fire Protection District will budget 
approximately $900,000 of the $948,000 available to hire and equip six Certified Wildfire Mitigation 
Specialists (D01).  
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 NOV-2020-L01  
Novato – North 
Zone  

ALL residents and businesses in Novato  

Action/Project  FIRECLEAR Public Evacuation Map Printing and Mailing  
What this means  Printing, materials, and other production costs for mailing and distribution of 

public evacuation mapping in Novato. This project provides accelerated access to 
high resolution digital files of a 2-spread Main City FireClear Brochure, City-wide 
FireClear Map, City-wide Zone Identification Map, (35) Area Maps plus 2-sided 
Area Map Brochure with QR Codes, and a 2-sided Defensible Space Brochure 
already created using the same FireClear visual standards to be used for signage, 
PDFs, and mailings.  

Rationale  The number one concern of the public with regards to immediate need in a 
wildfire is evacuation information. These public maps include a new information 
guide for escape and personal protective actions in the event of an escalating 
wildland fire. Allows the public to preplan and share specific evacuation 
information with family members and routes from each individual 
neighborhood. It includes the concept of pre-identified “Areas of Refuge” which 
are considered a last resort should evacuee become unable to evacuate fully out 
of an area under immediate fire conditions, directing them to closer areas 
nearby where they can reasonably expect to be able to ride out a fire until it 
passes and then they can evacuate further out of the area.  

Declarations  This accelerates an existing project; Without MWPA this program may be 
reduced due to COVID-19 or other budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Many members of the public cannot read or decipher a printed map and will 
need to take time to understand content and exercise through evacuation drills.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  NFD, NPD, homeowners, business owners, Novato Rotary Clubs, & the City of 
Novato  

Timeline  30 days to print and distribute via us mail.  
Outcomes  To convey the importance of distributing spatial awareness and literacy in fire 

risk areas; to encourage accurate cognitive recall of fire evacuation information 
for residents, tourists, students, commuters, and employees in fire risk areas; 
and to create and distribute fire evacuation and preparedness information that 
is coherent, cohesive, and memorable.  

Cost  Not to exceed $60,000 This estimate includes printing, materials, or other 
production costs.  
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 NOV-2020-L02  

Novato – North 
Zone  

Novato WUI Parcels  

Action/Project  NOAA RADIO PROJECT  
What this means  The Marin County Sheriff’s Office of Emergency Services (OES) recently entered 

into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to include their NOAA weather radio system 
as part of the County's alert and warning system. NFD proposes to distribute 1000 
radios strategically throughout the North Zone. The radios are capable of 
delivering Alert Marin messages related to large events to areas with no cell 
coverage and during Power Safety shutoffs. If successful, the MWPA could 
consider expanding the program.  

Rationale  A primary concern of the public with regards to immediate need in a wildfire is 
evacuation notification. The primary advantages of this radio system are that it 
remains functional during power shutoffs and provides reception in most if not all 
areas of the County that do not have regular cell phone coverage. Recently the 
Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District distributed NOAA weather radios to each of 
its block captains. Pending a successful test of the system by Marin OES, the 
District intends to use existing funds to distribute radios to a large number of 
households in Novato.  

Declarations  This is a new program; it would expand the Fire Safe Marin pilot project  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Educating the public on when and how to use the radios during red flag 
conditions in the County. The radios require batteries to operate and to be 
changed on a regular basis—similar to the change your clocks/change your 
batteries campaign. The project requires the cooperation of NOAA and Marin OES 
to conduct a system test. Requires 3 x AA batteries or 9 V DC.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  NFD, homeowners, business owners, City of Novato, County of Marin, & NOAA, 
FIRESafe Marin, Firewise neighborhoods  

Timeline  Summer/Fall of 2020  
Outcomes  If successful residents could be confident of receiving major alerts even if there is 

no power or cell coverage, in their own homes even in the middle of the night.  
Cost  (1,000) Midland WR120-ez radios x $30 ea. = $30,000 +  

$800 to $1,000 in Batteries (Total $31,000)  
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 NOV-2020-L03  
Novato – North 
Zone  

ALL Structures in Novato  

Action/Project  Wildfire Structure Ignitability Mitigation Initiative  
What this means  Program will identify the homes most at-risk for ignitability and work directly with 

homeowners to ensure critical fire-aware upgrades and improvements are made. 
Specifically, homeowners will be eligible to apply for grant funding up to $2,500 
to cover a 50/50 match of the cost of hardening their homes by replacing house 
vents and other features with materials that are WUI-compliant and as such, 
resistant to heat, flames, and embers that accompany most wildfires. 
Homeowner’s selected must also create and maintain defensible space around 
the home. The program may be used in conjunction with other MWPA grant 
programs  

Rationale  The dispersion of burning embers from wildfires is the most likely cause of home 
ignitions during wildfire incidents in our area. When embers land near or on a 
structure, they can ignite near-by vegetation or accumulated debris on the roof or 
in the gutter. Embers can also enter the structure through openings such as house 
vents and could ignite the interior of the structure or debris in the attic. Wildfire 
can further ignite structures through direct flame contact and/or radiant heat of 
the combustible siding materials. For this reason, it is important that structures 
and properties are less prone to ignition by ember dispersion, direct flame 
contact, and radiant heat.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Educating the homeowners of the need to replace existing construction features; 
finding qualified contractors who are educated on ignition resistant construction 
features and replacements, obtaining streamlined permit processes for both City 
and County.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  NFD, homeowners, business owners, City of Novato  
Timeline  Can start immediately based on home evaluations already completed or 

requested, by WMS—Will expand to other areas as evaluations are expanded. 
Homeowner may request an evaluation for the program.  

Outcomes  The key purpose of the Novato Fire District Wildfire Structure Ignitability 
Mitigation Initiative is to enact mitigation measures that reduce the risk of loss of 
life and property for up to 160 homeowners from future wildfire incidents in our 
region. The activities outlined in this Scope of Work support best practices- and 
evidence-based risk reduction activities; improve resiliency; reduce the impact of 
future wildfire events and overall, represent a long-term solution to a long-
standing problem that has plagued our region. To that end, the vision of this 
initiative is to reduce structure ignitability by supporting the cost of house vent 
replacement in the existing built environment to improve resiliency & reduce fire 
risk among homeowners living in the targeted wildland urban interface.  
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Cost  This is a 50/50 matching grant program up to $2,500 per residence; Not to exceed 
$400,000 total project costs  

 

 
 NOV-2020-L04  

Novato – North 
Zone  

ALL Structures in Novato  

Action/Project  Vegetation Management Matching Grant Program (VMMGP)  
What this means  Program will identify the homes most at-risk for ignitability and work directly with 

homeowners to ensure proper defensible space is identified, created, and 
maintained. Specifically, homeowners will be eligible to apply for grant funding up 
to $1000 to cover a 50/50 match of the cost of creating and maintain a fire safe 
landscape. Homeowner’s selected must also agree to maintain defensible space 
around the home annually.  

Rationale  The dispersion of burning embers from wildfires is the most likely cause of home 
ignitions during wildfire incidents in our area. When embers land near or on 
vegetation or accumulated debris the wildfire can further be carried to and ignite 
structures through direct flame contact.  

Declarations  This expands and accelerates an existing program  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

IRS W-9 Form required  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Follow ESP best practices; Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: 
Section 15304: Minor Alterations to Land.  

Stakeholders  NFD, homeowners, business owners, City of Novato  
Timeline  Can start immediately based on home evaluations already completed or 

requested, by WMS—Will expand to other areas as evaluations are expanded.  
Outcomes  The key purpose of is the Novato Fire District Wildfire Vegetation Mitigation 

Grants are to enact removal of fire prone plants and planting arrangements to 
reduce the risk of loss of life and property from future wildfire incidents in for up 
to 200 homes/businesses in our region. The activities outlined in this Scope of 
Work support best practices- and evidence-based risk reduction activities; 
improve resiliency; reduce the impact of future wildfire events and overall, 
represent a long-term solution to a long-standing problem that has plagued our 
region. To that end, the vision of this initiative is to reduce structure ignitability by 
modifying the existing private landscaping to improve resiliency & reduce fire risk 
among homeowners living in a given neighborhood.  

Cost  This is a 50/50 matching grant program up to $500 per residence; Not to exceed 
$100,000  
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 Nov-2020-L05  
Novato-North Zone  Marin Highland Park-Novato  
Action/Project  Shaded Fuel Break & Home Ignition Zone Assessments at Marin Highland Park 

Neighborhood  
What this means  Enhance defensible space surrounding 275 homes and the Marin Highlands Park 

neighborhood of north/west Novato with the creation of a shaded fuel break; 
educate homeowners and mitigation efforts within the home ignition zone by in 
person home evaluations; introduce Fire Wise Community; reduce fire intensity 
and ember production by providing chipper days, while improving fire- fighting 
capacity to fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving vegetation management by reducing 
combustible plants, dead & downed trees and vegetation to reduce the fire 
intensity and fire brands and improve resident wildfire preparedness knowledge.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work. Fire District management of additional 
workload.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: Section 15304: Minor 
Alterations to Land.  

Stakeholders  Novato Fire District, City of Novato & residents surrounding the project.  
Timeline  Initial work anticipated at three to four weeks during summer 2020, including 

planning with the City of Novato, coordinating with the homeowners for home 
assessments; securing contractors to perform work and complete the work.  

Outcomes  Building a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space up to additional 100 feet from structures 
over an approximately 15-acre zone surrounding the Marin Highland Park 
community and improve resident safety awareness.  

Cost  Approximately $57,000 shaded fuel break $6,000 Biologic Survey/ Assessment; 
Chipper Day costs covered by FSM program.  
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 Nov-2020-L06  
Novato-North Zone  Seventh Street/Carmel Dr/Romar Court Fuel Break & D-Space  
Action/Project  Shaded Fuel Break & Home Ignition Zone Assessment  
What this means  Enhance defensible space surrounding 60 homes and 20 apartment complexes by 

crating shaded fuel breaks; educate homeowners and mitigation efforts within 
the home ignition zone with in person evaluations; introduce Fire Wise 
Community concepts; reduce fire intensity and ember production by introducing 
chipper days to residents, while improving fire- fighting capacity to fight fire 
effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goal of improving vegetation management by reducing 
combustible fire prone plants, tree maintenance, to reduce fire intensity and fire 
brand production.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work. Fire District management of additional 
workload.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: Section 15304: Minor 
Alterations to Land.  

Stakeholders  Two and half weeks during summer 2020, including planning with the City of 
Novato, coordinating with the homeowners and apartment managers for home 
assessments; securing contractors to perform work and complete the work.  

Timeline  Two and half weeks during summer 2020, including planning with the City of 
Novato, coordinating with the homeowners and apartment managers for home 
assessments; securing contractors to perform work and complete the work.  

Outcomes  Building a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space up to additional 100 feet from structures 
over an 8-acre zone surrounding the community.  

Cost  $21,000 Shaded Fuel break $6,000 Biologic Surveys/Assessments. Chipper days 
cost covered by FSM Chipper Day program.  
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 Nov-2020-L07  
Novato-North Zone  Kathleen Drive/Michelle Circle - Novato  
Action/Project  Fuel Break & Home Ignition Zone Assessments  
What this means  Enhance defensible space surrounding 56 homes and the Pleasant Valley 

community of north/west Novato by creating shaded fuel breaks; educate 
homeowners and mitigation efforts within the home ignition zone by in person 
home evaluations; introduce Fire Wise communities; reduce fire intensity and 
ember production by introducing chipper days, while improving fire- fighting 
capacity to fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving emergency access routes and expand 
the reduction of combustible plants, vegetation and dead and coyote brush, 
broom, eucalyptus trees and dry grasses to reduce fire intensity and fire brands 
within the community; improve home ignition zone education.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work. Survey for ground nesting birds one day before 
project by MCOSD staff. Fire District management of additional workload. 
Securing the necessary $6800. to conduct this work.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: Section 15304: Minor 
Alterations to Land NFD would incorporate Best Management Practices to ensure 
that nesting birds, bats and woodrats are not impacted.  

Stakeholders  Novato Fire District, MCOSD & Residents surrounding the project.  
Timeline  I day for fuel break and one week for home assessments during summer 2020, 

including planning with the Marin County Parks and Open Space District, 
coordinating with the homeowners for home assessments; securing contractors 
to perform work and complete the work.  

Outcomes  Building a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space up to additional 100 feet from structures 
over an approximately 4-acre zone surrounding the community.  

Cost  Fuel break $6,800; Chipper days cost covered by FSM Chipper Day program.  
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 NOV-2020-L08  
Novato-North Zone  Ignacio Valley - Novato  
Action/Project  Shaded Fuel Break and Home Ignition Zone Assessment  
What this means  Enhance defensible space surrounding 325 ridgetop homes in the community of 

Ignacio by creating shaded fuel breaks; educate homeowners and mitigation 
efforts within the home ignition zone with in person home evaluations; introduce 
Fire Wise Communities; reducing fire intensity and ember production by 
introducing chipper days, while improving fire-fighting capacity to fight fire 
effectively.  

Rationale  Expand the reduction of combustible plants, vegetation, dead & down tree 
branches, coyote brush, broom and dry grasses to reduce fire intensity and fire 
brands within the community and improve home ignition zone education.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work. Fire District management of additional 
workload. Securing the necessary $43,000 to conduct this work.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: Section 15304: Minor 
Alterations to Land Class 4 (I). Fuel management activities within 100 feet from 
structures.  

Stakeholders  Novato Fire District, City of Novato & Ignacio Valley residents, NMWD  
Timeline  Two to two and half weeks during summer 2020, including planning with the City 

of Novato, coordinating with the homeowners for home assessments; securing 
contractors to perform work and complete the work.  

Outcomes  Building a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space up to additional 100 feet from structures 
over a 15-acre zone surrounding the Ignacio valley community;  

Cost  Approximately $38,000 Shaded Fuel Break $6,000 – Biological 
Surveys/assessments ($43,000 total project costs) Chipper days cost covered by 
FSM Chipper Day program.  
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 NOV-2020-L09  
Novato – North 
Zone  

ALL residents and businesses in Novato  

Action/Project  Chipper Days Projects  
What this means  The program is intended to assist residents in maintaining a defensible area 

around structures by lessening the amount of flammable vegetation on their 
property. The program will run year-round to assist residents in reducing 
vegetation by facilitating the chipping of material produced in quantities too large 
for green bins. We will assign contracted crews to chip material that has already 
been cut and stacked by homeowners near the roadside. Chips can be re-
broadcast back onto the property or we will offer a free haul-away service to be 
used when chips are not appropriate to be broadcast back onto the property or 
nearby.  

Rationale  Chipper days reduce the overall fire fuel load. Less fuel load means less fire 
hazards and less heat. Less fire prone plants will assist with creating better 
defensible space and reduce fire spread from a vegetation fire to the structures, 
thus reducing structural ignitability as identified in the existing Marin CWPP. The 
program will allow us to assist the 35 designated neighborhoods all across Novato 
by participating homeowner associations, and individual landowners with 
vegetation-fuel reduction to reduce wildfire hazards in Marin by contracted, fully 
staffed curb side pick-up and chipping.  

Declarations  Additional coordinated chipper days to further expand and enhance FSM Chipper 
Day schedule; New program not possible without MWPA funding.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Notifying neighborhood who have not had chipper days in the past with the 
“rules” of what can be chipped, timing and arrangements of what fuels pick up. 
Chips will be dispersed locally to aid as mulch and to keep the weeds down in 
other project locations if possible, to reduce the disposal fees and fuel 
consumption of driving to and from chipping locations.  

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

Categorical exemption: California Administrative Code: Section 15304: Minor 
Alterations to Land Class 4 (I). Fuel management activities within 100 feet from 
structures.  

Stakeholders  NFD, homeowners, business owners, City of Novato, contractors, FIRESAFE Marin  
Timeline  July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2020  
Outcomes  NFD will monitor and collect data on the usage, fuels reduction volume output. 

Additional 33 days of targeted neighborhood fuel reduction shared over 35 Novato 
neighborhoods.  

Cost  Individual curbside pickup chipper days at estimated at approx. $3000 per day. 
Total project cost not to exceed $100,000  
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San Rafael Area Zone 

The San Rafael Area, composed of the City of San Rafael, Marinwood Community Service District and 
unincorporated Marin County, has approximately $977,000 of local funding to commit to projects in the 
MWPA’s first year. The San Rafael and Marinwood Fire Departments have an existing Chiefs agreement 
and plan to implement projects in coordination, with proportional allocations. The specific project 
sheets are below and include increased public education (SNR-L03, L07& L08) evacuation improvements 
via printing and mailing FIRECLEAR Evacuation brochures and roadside work (SNR-L03 & SNR-L05), fuel 
reduction work (MRW-L02, SRN-L04, L06, L07, & L08), goat grazing (MRW-L01 & SNR-L06), community 
disaster preparedness specialist (SNR-L02), open space ranger (SNR-L01) and community chipper days 
(SNR-D02 & L04). The total proposed budget for these projects is $895,000. 

In addition, San Rafael and Marinwood will run a combined Defensible Space and Home Hardening 
program with a combined available budget of $977,000. The first year will focus on increasing the 
number of inspections through a poll of seasonal inspectors and building the program to include 
Certified Wildfire Mitigation Specialists. The initial requested budget for the interim program is 
$450,000, including staff, equipment, and a leased chipper to support resident’s defensible space work. 
Marinwood will contribute $40,000 of the $64,412 they have available to this interim defensible space 
program, with San Rafael covering the remainder.  

  MRW-2020-L01  
San Rafael Zone  Idylberry Area – Marinwood CSD 
Action/Project  Goats grazing and mechanical fuel reduction 
What this means  Supplement current use of goats with contract or mechanical clearance) to remove 

dense brush and thin out remaining dead or downed trees and surface fuels to create 
a fuel break and defensible space zone in the open space bordering private residence 
properties.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of vegetation management/fuel reduction by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees. This program ties 
into Vegetation Management.  

Declarations  This is an expanded program, supplemented by existing project and agency funds. 
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Securing contractors in competitive market. Water supply to goats.    

Environmental 
level & ESP guide 

Defensible Space work is exempt.  

Stakeholders  Bordering residents, Marinwood Community Services District, Miller Creek School 
District. Benefited areas adjacent to open space property owned by Marin County and 
City of Novato.  

Timeline  Approximately 20-30 days in summer 2020.  Maintenance work in subsequent years 
will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Create and increase additional community defensible space by removing flash fuels 
over approximately 20 acres surrounding Marinwood community residents and Miller 
Creek Middle School. Improve resident fire safety awareness.    

Cost  $15,000 
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   MRW-2020-L02  
San Rafael Zone  
  

Marinwood Vegetation Management Program  

Action/Project  Establish defensible space and fuel breaks in WUI around Marinwood open space 
properties, in addition to improved evacuation routes.  

What this means  Use mechanical clearance, in coordination with grazing to remove dense 
brush and thin out remaining dead or downed trees and surface fuels to create a fuel 
break and defensible space zone in the open space bordering private residence 
properties. Remove fuel along roadways. 

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of vegetation management/fuel reduction by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees. This program ties 
into Vegetation Management.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Securing contractors in competitive market.  

Environmental 
level & ESP guide 

Defensible Space work is exempt. Exemption filed. 

Stakeholders  Bordering residents, Marinwood Community Services District, Miller Creek School 
District. Benefited areas adjacent to open space property owned by Marin County and 
City of Novato.  

Timeline  Approximately 30-60 days in summer 2020.  Maintenance work in subsequent years 
will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Create and increase additional community defensible space up to additional 100 feet 
directly benefitting over 200 homes in the Marinwood community. Improve resident 
fire safety awareness.  Open space adjoins to other open space properties owned by 
Marin County and City of Novato.  

Cost  $49,000 
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  SRN-2020-L01  
San Rafael Zone  City of San Rafael Open Space  
Action/Project  Employee 1.5 Open Space Rangers to re-establish and expand San Rafael Ranger 

program to prevent ignitions in open space. 
What this means  San Rafael will have two Open Space Rangers specially tasked with working to 

prevent ignitions in the Open Space. Of particular concern are illegal encampments 
in City Open Space, including on San Rafael Hill, which has been host to a number 
of significant vegetation fires over the years.   

Rationale  This program is an important part of reducing ignitions in the Open Space 
and pointing individuals experiencing homelessness in the direction of resources. The 
Rangers directly support wildfire prevention and will address ongoing resident 
complaints and concerns. A full-time position will help prevent the establishment of 
large encampments, reducing risk as well as the costs associated with removal. 

Declarations  San Rafael’s previous part time Open Space Ranger retired in 2019 and would not 
have been replaced due to COVID-19 budget limitations without MWPA funds. A full 
time Ranger has not be previously possible.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

It is sometimes difficult to prevent encampments from being re-established. Referral 
to the Director of Homeless Planning and Outreach will be necessary.  Removal and 
disposal of encampment debris. 

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  Residents adjacent to City of San Rafael Open Space and Vacant Lots, the City of San 
Rafael. Marin County benefits as a whole through reduced ignition potential. 

Timeline  This is an ongoing program, year-round.  
Outcomes  Patrolling with open space rangers will result in quick response to observed 

encampments and reduce ignitions in open space.   
Cost  $300,000 Annually (1 full time and 1 part-time ranger)  
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  SRN-2020-L02  
San Rafael Zone  San Rafael Community Disaster Preparedness Specialist   
Action/Project  Full time, fixed term specialist to work with communities on evacuation planning, 

neighborhood response groups, and preparedness education.   
What this means  This new fixed term position will allow the City to complete and expand projects 

that will better prepare residents for wildfire. There will be a focus on increasing 
emergency alert opt-ins, educating residents on the “Ready, Set, Go” campaign and 
encouraging community resilience to protect the most vulnerable residents.  

Rationale  Existing staff do not have the capacity to fulfil existing duties and address resident 
concerns or interest in preparing their neighborhoods. This is discouraging to 
residents that want to engage and deters wildfire preparedness. Additional support 
is needed to better prepare San Rafael for wildfire.  

Declarations  This is a new position that will expand community support, not possible without 
MWPA funding.   

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Recruitment and training of qualified staff.    

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  All San Rafael Residents, with specific focus on Firewise neighborhoods, 
neighborhood response groups, CERTs, and existing organizations needing 
additional support.   

Timeline  Recruitment would begin within 30 days of budget approval.   
Outcomes  Increased community engagement and preparedness. Coordinated projects and 

neighborhood efforts. Force multiplier.    
Cost  $100,000 Annually  
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  SRN-2020-L03  
San Rafael Zone  
  

San Rafael and Marinwood FireClear Evacuation Maps  

Action/Project  Public Evacuation Maps, Printing and Mailing  
What this means  Printing, materials, and other production costs for mailing and distribution of public 

evacuation mapping in San Rafael. This project provides accelerated access to high-
resolution digital files of a 2-spread Main City FireClear Brochure, City-
wide FireClear Map, City-wide Zone Identification Map, (35) Area Maps plus 2-sided 
Area Map Brochure with QR Codes.  

Rationale  The number one concern of the public with regards to immediate need in a wildfire 
is evacuation information. These public maps include a new information guide for 
escape and personal protective actions in the event of an escalating wildland fire. 
Allows the public to pre-plan and share specific evacuation information with family 
members and routes from each individual neighborhood. It includes the concept of 
pre-identified “Areas of Refuge” which are considered a last resort should evacuee 
become unable to evacuate fully out of an area under immediate fire conditions, 
directing them to closer areas nearby where they can reasonably expect to be able 
to ride out a fire until it passes and then they can evacuate further out of the 
area. This program ties into Evacuation Routes and Access, as well as Public 
Education.   

Declarations  This accelerates an existing program.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Many members of the public cannot read or decipher a printed map and will need to 
take time to understand content and exercise through evacuation drills.  

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  SRFD, property owners. City of San Rafael  
Timeline  Once maps are developed, 30 days to print and distribute by mail.  
Outcomes  To convey the importance of distributing spatial awareness and literacy in fire risk 

areas; to encourage accurate cognitive recall of fire evacuation information for 
residents, tourists, students, commuters, and employees in fire risk areas; and to 
create and distribute fire evacuation and preparedness information that is coherent, 
cohesive, and memorable.  

Cost  $65,000  
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  SRN-2020-L04  
San Rafael Zone  City of San Rafael hazardous fuel reduction 
Action/Project  Vegetation removal on City owned land to create defensible space and shaded fuel 

breaks.   
What this means  Vegetation clearance projects in City open space, medians, and fire roads; defensible 

space assistance for residents needing extra assistance; chipping services; and other 
related projects to be performed by contractors, Delta Crews, or service corps 
teams (e.g., AmeriCorps). Service Corps will be available to provide direct assistance 
to qualifying property owners to achieve defensible space. Shaded fuel breaks using 
existing fire roads. Including  Aquinas and San Pedro Ridge with potential to expand to 
Bay Hills and Upper Toyon. 

Rationale  Fuel reduction on private and City owned lands is essential to reducing wildfire risk in 
Marin.  

Declarations  This is an expansion of vegetation removal that would not be possible without the 
MWPA. 

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Crew availability and debris removal and disposal. Access to remote sites.  

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

CEQA Exemptions filed for fire safety. Best practices will be implemented and areas 
scheduled around nesting seasons.  

Stakeholders  SRFD, property owners. City of San Rafael  
Timeline  Up to 2 months of continuous (6 days/week) labor, beginning as early as June 2020  
Outcomes  A number of City priorities for vegetation management and outreach can be fast-

tracked, providing immediate benefit to residents.  
Cost  $155,000 
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  SRN-2020-L05  
San Rafael Zone  San Rafael Evacuation Route Improvements   
Action/Project  Roadside clearance measures would reduce ignition potential and make for more 

accessible evacuation routes in the San Rafael Hill, Bret Harte, and Picnic 
Valley areas.  Improvements would include installation of parking boxes to assure 
emergency vehicle access and resident egress.  

What this means  Contract crews would work on clearing roadside vegetation to increase evacuation 
and street width where possible. Residents on the marked streets would see a direct 
benefit while surrounding areas benefit from reduced fire spread potential and first 
responder safety. Initial streets to be included in 2020 with potential to expand as 
budget allows:  
San Rafael Hill- Coleman Dr, Prospect Dr, Fair Dr. Red Rock Wy, Glenside Wy, Ranch 
Rd. Bret Harte/ Picnic Valley- Irwin St., Orange St., Rose St., Bret Harte Rd., Mc Coy Rd, 
Upper Toyon Dr.   

Rationale  In the event of an emergency, access and egress are critical. Removing roadside 
vegetation and other proactive measures provide additional time for responders and 
residents. Ties into evacuation route clearance.  Meets the MWPA goals of vegetation 
reduction and evacuation improvement.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Homeowner approval of vegetation work (Opt-out), traffic control, possible parking. 
This does offer the opportunity to communicate with homeowners regarding other 
vegetation work that could be done in concert with these clearances.  

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

N/A – work is done is already disturbed areas.  

Stakeholders  Homeowners along San Rafael Hill, Bret Harte, Picnic Valley, SRFD.  
Timeline  Work to begin based on contractor availability. 
Outcomes  Safer evacuation routes for residents and better access for first responders. Builds 

into other evacuation route programs. Improved emergency vehicle access 
Cost  $175,000  
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  SRN-2020-L06  
San Rafael Zone  San Rafael Open Space  
Action/Project  Goat Grazing in San Rafael  
What this means  Goat grazing is a minimally invasive way to reduce tall grasses and fine brush in open 

space. The City of San Rafael will work with a goat vendor to that will graze strategic 
areas and create buffer zones in City Open Space.   

Rationale  Many areas need to be treated annually and goats provide a an efficient to do this on 
a recurring basis. Goat grazing provides many homeowners with a head start on the 
areas beyond their property (100-200ft). This ties into Vegetation Management.   

Declarations  Without MWPA this program would have been eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19 
or other budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Logistics of clearing encampments prior to goats’ arrival, ensuring proper signage is 
present. The Department of Public Works will make “Fuel Reduction in Progress” signs 
(or similar). Open Space Rangers will notice camps in well-known areas prior to 
goats’ arrival.   

Environmental 
level & ESP guide  

CEQA exemption filed 

Stakeholders  City of San Rafael, Residents near open space  
Timeline  6 weeks with multiple herds in 2020 season, with remaining funds supporting June 

2021 grazing 
Outcomes  Reduces fine fuels in critical areas around San Rafael.  
Cost  $100,000  
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  SRN-2020-L07  
San Rafael Zone  San Rafael Community Center (B Street) Fire Smart Garden 
Action/Project  Finish clearing and plant fire smart landscape and educational signage at 618 B 

Street  
What this means  This project would provide a vibrant example garden to San Rafael and neighboring 

communities. It will display Fire Smart plant choices for residents around Marin 
and will be made possible with help from Marin Master Gardeners.   

Rationale  The conversation about Fire Smart landscaping, defensible space, and vegetation 
management can be difficult to visualize as every property is different. Visual 
examples are needed to provide background information and emphasize the 
importance of maintenance regardless of species. This ties into Public Education.  

Declarations  Without MWPA this program would have been eliminated/reduced due to COVID-
19 or other budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Ongoing maintenance to be performed by Community Center Staff or Master 
Gardeners. This could be another site to train Master Gardeners or for the City to 
provide volunteer gardening opportunities.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  SRCC program and grounds users, City of San Rafael.  
Timeline  3-5 days for clearing and preparing landscape. 1-3 days for planting. Garden 

and landscaping would require minimal, ongoing maintenance.   
Outcomes  An example garden at a community center that will show case fire smart 

landscaping practices, pollinator friendly, drought resistant and easy to maintain 
vegetation species.  

Cost  $25,000  
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  SRN-2020-L08  
San Rafael Zone  
  

San Rafael WUI Parcel Education 

Action/Project  Public Education and Outreach To include "work in progress signs" mailers, flyers, 
website materials, etc.  

What this means  Annual compliance mailers are an important part of fire prevention work. This 
enables general advice to be sent out at a large scale with high-quality materials, 
establishing a known standard for a property owner’s defensible space.   

Rationale  Providing high-quality printed materials to the public offers opportunities to start 
conversations with residents who are not internet users but want to learn more 
about fire safety and prevention. This ties into Public Education.  

Declarations  Without MWPA, this program would have been eliminated/reduced due to COVID-
19 or other budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Compliance, follow-up with increased numbers of inquires.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  SRFD, property owners. City of San Rafael  
Timeline  30 days to print and distribute by mail.  
Outcomes  Creates a memorable, tangible piece of information that can be used for quick 

reference and kept close by. Homeowners will be provided with information 
specific to where they live (City of San Rafael). This will reduce confusion about 
what needs to be done.   

Cost  $50,000  
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The Central Zone 

The Central Zone, composed of the City of Larkspur, Kentfield Fire District, Sleepy Hollow Fire District 
Town of Corte Madera, Town of Fairfax, Town of Ross, the Town of Anselmo, and unincorporated Marin 
County, have approximately $868,684 of local funding to commit to projects in the MWPA’s first year. 
Each agency has submitted the below projects, totally $774,000. These projects include expanded 
hazardous fuel reduction, evacuation route improvement via vegetation removal, and Fire Road 
improvement. A portion of the remaining ~$94,000 has been allocated to the multi-agency projects 
listed toward the beginning of this appendix. 

  
  CMD-2020-L01  
Central Zone  PALM HILL, Larkspur & Corte Madera  
Action/Project  Evacuation Route and Shaded Fuel Break – Palm Hill  
What this means  Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance evacuation routes and 

defensible space surrounding 262 homes. Benefits the Palm Hill community, City of 
Larkspur, the Town of Corte Madera and surrounding area by reducing fire 
intensity and ember production, while improving fire- fighting capacity to fight fire 
effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving evacuation routes and vegetation 
management by reducing combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down 
trees, to reduce fire intensity and firebrands and improve evacuation route.  

Declarations  This is a new program within the City of Larkspur, and expands an existing program 
in Corte Madera that would not be possible without the MWPA. The Corte Madera 
Resiliency program would be drastically reduced and/or eliminated due to COVID-
19.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with the City of Larkspur, Town of Corte Madera, and homeowners 
regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate contractors to conduct the work in 
environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption  

Stakeholders  Palm Hill residents, Elm Crest HOA, City of Larkspur, and Town of Corte Madera  
Timeline  Initial work anticipated at two months during summer 2020 to complete initial 

project. Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  
Outcomes  Build a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 

existing community defensible space surrounding the homes on Palm Hill. Improve 
resident fire safety awareness.  

Cost  Evacuation Route and shaded fuel break $100,000  
Chipper Days for residents $ 20,000 to achieve defensible space.  
Total Estimate: $120,000  
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  CMD-2020-L02  
Central Zone  Blue Rock Community, Larkspur  
Action/Project  Evacuation Route and Shaded Fuel Break – Blue Rock  
What this means  Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance evacuation routes and 

defensible space surrounding 368 homes. Benefits the Blue Rock community, City 
of Larkspur, Marin County Open Space, and surrounding areas by reducing fire 
intensity and ember production, while improving fire- fighting capacity to fight fire 
effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving evacuation routes and vegetation 
management by reducing combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down 
trees, to reduce fire intensity and firebrands and improve evacuation route.  

Declarations  This is a new program that would not be possible without the MWPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with the City of Larkspur, Marin County Open Space, 
and homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate contractors to 
conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption.  

Stakeholders  Blue Rock neighborhood residents, Marin County Open Space District, and the City 
of Larkspur.  

Timeline  Initial work anticipated at two-three months during summer 2020 to complete 
initial project. Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Build a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space surrounding the homes in the Blue Rock 
community. Improve resident fire safety awareness.  

Cost  Evacuation Route and shaded fuel break $120,000.  
Chipper Days for residents $ 20,000 to achieve defensible space.  
Total Estimate: $140,000  
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  CMD-2020-L03  
Location Zone**  Corte Madera Ave/ Corte Madera Grade, Corte Madera Central Marin – Central 

Zone  
Action/Project  Evacuation Route and Shaded Fuel Break– Corte Madera Ave  
What this means  Remove dense and ground vegetation to enhance primary evacuation routes and 

defensible space surrounding 195 properties and all of Christmas Tree Hill. Benefits 
the Christmas Tree Hill Community, Town of Corte Madera, Marin County Open 
Space, and surrounding areas by reducing fire intensity and ember production, 
while improving fire- fighting capacity to fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving evacuation routes and vegetation 
management by reducing combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down 
trees, to reduce fire intensity, firebrands, and improves a main evacuation route in 
Corte Madera and provides improved access to Mill Valley residents.  

Declarations  Expands the existing resiliency program within the Town of Corte Madera. Without 
the MWPA this program would have been reduced and/or possibly eliminated.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with the Town of Corte Madera, Marin County Open Space, 
and homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate contractors to 
conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Categorical exemption  

Stakeholders  Residents along Corte Madera Ave, Town of Corte Madera, and Marin County 
Open Space District.  

Timeline  Initial work anticipated at two-three months during summer 2020 to complete 
initial project. Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Build a more fire resilient and prepared neighborhood. Maintain and increase 
existing community defensible space surrounding the homes along Corte Madera 
Ave, Tunnel Ln, and Montecito Neighborhoods. Improve resident fire safety 
awareness.  

Cost  Evacuation Route and shaded fuel break $90,000.  
Chipper Days for residents $ 10,000 to achieve defensible space.  
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  KNT-2020-L01  
Central Marin Zone  Crown & Woodland Fire Roads – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Fire Road/Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above fire access 

road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, evacuation 
routes and provides improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding area by 
reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and egress to 
fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declaration  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is Negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District and other responding fire agencies, Kent Woodlands 
residents.   

Timeline  Initial work anticipated at two to four months during summer 2020 to complete 
initial project. Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response to ridgetop locations and fire road 
system for offensive fire attack. Increase opportunities for use as evacuation route 
for residents.  

Cost  Cost estimates is $5,00-$10,000, 2-3 days of work.  
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  KNT-2020-L02  
Central Marin Zone  Evergreen Fire Road – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Fire road/Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above fire access 

road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, evacuation 
routes and provides improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding area by 
reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and egress to 
fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declarations  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is Negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District and other responding fire agencies, Kent Woodlands 
residents.   

Timeline  Initial work anticipated during summer 2020 to complete initial project. 
Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response to ridgetop locations and fire road 
system for offensive fire attack. Increase opportunities for use as evacuation route 
for residents.  

Cost  Cost estimates is $10,000, 1-2 days of work.  
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  KNT-2020L03  
Central Marin Zone  Rancheria Fire Road – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Fire road/Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above fire 

access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, 
evacuation routes and provides improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding 
area by reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and 
egress to fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declarations  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is Negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District, Central Marin Fire District and other responding fire 
agencies, area residents.  

Timeline  Initial work anticipated during summer 2020 to complete initial project. 
Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response to ridgetop locations and fire road 
system for offensive fire attack. Increase opportunities for use as evacuation route 
for residents.  

Cost  Cost Estimates of $5,000-$10,000, 1-2 days.  
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  KNT-2020-L04  
Central Marin Zone  Ridgecrest/Skylark Fire Road – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Fire Road/Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above fire 

access road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, 
evacuation routes and provides improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding 
area by reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and 
egress to fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declarations  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.   

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District, Central Marin Fire District and other responding fire 
agencies, area residents.   

Timeline  Initial work anticipated during summer 2020 to complete initial project. 
Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response to ridgetop locations and fire road 
system for offensive fire attack. Increase opportunities for use as evacuation route 
for residents.  

Cost  Cost Estimates is $15,000, 3 days work. Can be attached to projects with Open 
Space and Central Marin Fire District.  
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  KNT-2020-L05  
Central Marin Zone  Woodland Fire Road – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Fire road/Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above fire access 

road to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, evacuation 
routes and provides improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding area by 
reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and egress to 
fight fire effectively.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declaration  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is Negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District and other responding fire agencies, Kent Woodlands 
residents.   

Timeline  Initial work anticipated during summer 2020 to complete initial project. 
Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response to ridgetop locations and fire road 
system for offensive fire attack. Increase opportunities for use as evacuation route 
for residents.  

Cost  Cost estimates is $2,000, 1 day work.  
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  KNT-2020-L06  
Central Marin Zone  Greenbrae Evacuation Routes – Kentfield Fire District  
Action/Project  Emergency Evacuation Route Improvement  
What this means  Remove ground vegetation and ladder fuels on, adjacent and above emergency 

evacuation routes to enhance fire service access, connectivity to fire road system, 
evacuation routes and provide improved defensible space. Benefits surrounding 
area by reducing fire intensity and ember production, while improving access and 
egress to fight fire effectively, and improve evacuation egress.  

Rationale  Meets the MWPA goals of improving fire access and evacuation routes by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees.  

Declaration  The is new program vegetation management work that provides mutual benefit to 
members of the authority, neighboring fire agencies and the community et al.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Coordinating with homeowners regarding project logistics. Securing appropriate 
contractors to conduct the work in environmentally sound way.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible Space work is exempt & other work is Negative-declaration  

Stakeholders  Kentfield Fire District and other responding fire 
agencies, Kentfield/Greenbrae residents.   

Timeline  Initial work anticipated during summer 2020 to complete initial project. 
Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Provide increased access for fire response for offensive fire attack. Increase 
opportunities for use as evacuation route for residents.  

Cost  Cost estimates is $52,000, 25 days work.  
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 SHFPD-2020-L01 
Central Zone Sleepy Hollow Fire District 
Action/Project Hazardous vegetation removal grant program 
What this means  Sleepy Hollow Fire Protection District residents will be offered up to $3000 

through a grant program to remove hazardous vegetation from their property. 
Rationale  Vegetation management and fuel reduction is a goal of the MWPA.   
Declarations This is a new program, not possible without MWPA 
Concerns & 
Challenges 

 
No concerns or challenges are anticipated.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

This program only applies to residential property where the work will be 
completed by homeowners close to their house 

Stakeholders List of stakeholders. Be specific. Residents of Sleepy Hollow  
Timeline The grant period will be for one year.  This does not require recurring 

maintenance other than maintaining new plantings of more fire-resistant 
species. 

Outcomes Sleepy Hollow recently completed a survey of properties with hazardous 
species.  These properties will be targeted and if homeowners avail themselves 
of the grant, overall hazard and risk will be reduced. 

Cost Include cost estimates $38,000 from MWPA plus a match from SHFPD for a 
total of $76,000. 
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Fairfax-2020-L01 

Central Zone Fairfax Vegetation Management Program – RVFD Central Zone  
Action/Project Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant removal for 

defensible space and to improve access and egress for public and first 
responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or shared local open space 
parcels.  Includes the ability to assist residents or seniors with veg removal.       

What this means Remove roadside vegetation to improve access and egress for public and 
evacuation.  And allows local jurisdiction to implement a program for defensible 
space and veg management needs from the community.    

Rationale Core goal -- Improvement to evacuation routes - access and egress      
Declarations New program that would not be possible without MWPA, some elements would 

be eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19.   
Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal concerns and challenges – coordination with residents and local law 
enforcement for traffic control.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Neg declaration / follow fire code & town policy for road right of way clearances 
and town vegetation management ordinances.    

Stakeholders All residents in the Town of Fairfax and surrounding areas and emergency 
responders.    

Timeline 5 months for implementation, outreach coordination, RFP, compliance.        
Outcomes Improves access and egress for residents and first responders, removes 

flammable vegetation on small roadside parcels and common areas.     
Cost $80,000- includes for project coordination 
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Project ID#* Ross-2020-L01 
Central Zone Town of Ross Vegetation Management Program   
Action/Project Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant removal for 

defensible space and to improve access and egress for public and first 
responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or shared local open space 
parcels.  Includes the ability to assist residents or seniors with veg removal.       

What this means Remove roadside vegetation to improve access and egress for public and 
evacuation.  And allows local jurisdiction to implement a program for defensible 
space and veg management needs from the community.    

Rationale Core goal -- Improvement to evacuation routes - access and egress      
Declarations New program that would not be possible without MWPA, some elements would 

be eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19.   
Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal concerns and challenges – coordination with residents and local law 
enforcement for traffic control.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Neg declaration / follow fire code & town policy for road right of way clearances 
and town vegetation management ordinances.    

Stakeholders All residents in the community and emergency responders.    
Timeline 5 months for implementation, outreach coordination, RFP, compliance.        
Outcomes Improves access and egress for residents and first responders, removes 

flammable vegetation on small roadside parcels and common areas.     
Cost $47,000 
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Project ID#* San Anselmo-2020-L01 
Central Zone San Anselmo Vegetation Management Program   
Action/Project Combination of roadside veg removal, small parcel flammable plant removal for 

defensible space and to improve access and egress for public and first 
responders, address veg maintenance on vacant or shared local open space 
parcels.  Includes the ability to assist residents or seniors with veg removal.       

What this means Remove roadside vegetation to improve access and egress for public and 
evacuation.  And allows local jurisdiction to implement a program for defensible 
space and veg management needs from the community.    

Rationale Core goal -- Improvement to evacuation routes - access and egress      
Declarations New program that would not be possible without MWPA, some elements would 

be eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19.   
Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal concerns and challenges – coordination with residents and local law 
enforcement for traffic control.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Neg declaration / follow fire code & town policy for road right of way clearances 
and town vegetation management ordinances.    

Stakeholders All residents in the community and emergency responders.    
Timeline 5 months for implementation, outreach coordination, RFP, compliance.        
Outcomes Improves access and egress for residents and first responders, removes 

flammable vegetation on small roadside parcels and common areas.     
Cost cost estimates – $150,000 
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Southern Zone 

The South Zone consists of the City of Mill Valley and the Southern Marin Fire District with a total local 
allocation of approximately $674,000. The below projects include fuel reduction and new alert systems 
(LRAD). The requested projects total $643,000. 

  
 MVFD-2020-L01  

Southern Marin 
Zone  

City of Mill Valley  

Action/Project  Paved Road Fuel Reduction, Chipper Weeks, Fuel Breaks and Hazardous Tree 
Removal  

What this means  The Mill Valley Fire Department will provide services to the citizens and city 
property through the MWPA to enhance several existing programs. The current 
programs are specifically related to decreasing the risk from wildfire by reducing 
hazardous vegetation and hazardous trees in the surrounding area.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving vegetation management by reducing 
combustible plants, vegetation, and dead and down trees, to reduce fire intensity 
and fire brands and improve evacuation route.  

Declarations  This expands an existing program, without MWPA this program would have been 
eliminated/reduced due to COVID-19 or other budgetary challenges.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Some project areas might require notification and permission from outside 
stakeholders.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Unknow currently - TBD  

Stakeholders  City of Mill Valley, Marin Open Space, GGNRA & Private Landholders  
Timeline  Completion within the 2020 MWPA budget year  
Outcomes  Removal significant tonnage of flammable vegetation and trees within the City of 

Mill Valley and the surrounding area, with estimates of up to 250 tons of 
hazardous vegetation will be removed.  

Cost  $233k  
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SMFD-2020-L01  
Southern Zone  Sausalito, Strawberry & Tam Valley – SMFD Zone 1, 4, 9  
Action/Project  Installation of LRAD notification System in Southern Marin.  
What this means  Installation of three (3) (of 7) long-range acoustical device (LRAD) notification 

devices. This will be phase 1 in a complete notification system for the Southern 
Marin area. SMFD is using the local mitigation monies to fund three (3) sites of a 7-
site system.  

Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving evacuation routes and evacuation 
notification within the county. Enhancing existing notification systems will enable 
more strategic evacuation methods and actions, reducing the potential for loss of 
life from wildfire. The Southern Marin region has numerous long and narrow 
roadways complicating the evacuation process.  

Concerns & 
Challenges  

Sites may require permission from MMWD and local stakeholders  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Unknown currently - TBD  

Stakeholders  Cities of Sausalito, Strawberry and Tam Valley residents, Southern Marin Fire 
District, & MMWD  

Timeline  Initial work anticipated at two to four months during summer 2020 to complete 
initial project. Maintenance work in subsequent years will maintain benefit.  

Outcomes  Installation of the initial three (3) sites will cover a large area in the southern 
portion of the fire district. Adding four (4) additional sites in subsequent years to 
the existing LRAD system in Southern Marin, expands the capability of the 
proposed initial three (3) sites. Outside of the City of Mill Valley, there exists no 
similar siren/LRAD notification system. Expanding the current Mill valley system 
will improve the public notification infrastructure.  

Cost  We have received an engineering design and associated costs and it is estimated 
that $410K will be needed to fund these three (3) fully deployed sites as proposed.  
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West Zone 

The West Zone consists of the Bolinas Fire District, Marin County Fire Department, Muir Beach CSD, 
Inverness Fire District, and Stinson Beach Fire District.  The Zone has a total estimated local budget of 
$396,000. The requested projects include specific fuel reduction, evacuation route improvements, 
chipper days, and assistance to seniors. The total requested budget for West Zone agencies is $398,100.  

Project ID#* MRN-2020-L01 
Location Zone** West Marin/San Rafael Zone  

Action/Project Cedars Central Campus - Defensible Space     

What this means Remove hazardous vegetation for defensible space, access and egress for care 
facility.     

Rationale This section includes a discussion of why this project is important and how it fits into 
the goal of the MWPA. Reference a specific MWPA section/goal. 

Declarations This is a new project not possible without the MWPA. There has been no previous 
work to assist this facility with needed vegetation management.   

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal challenges anticipated. 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

 Not applicable – need to meet State and County Fire Code  

Stakeholders Cedars Facility and residents, community, first responders.  
Timeline 2 weeks of contract work – facility will be able to maintain going forward likely with 

minimal assistance.   
Outcomes This section outlines the anticipated result of the item implementation.  
Cost Cost estimates – $30,000 
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L02 

West Zone Seahaven Community Fuelbreak/Defensible Space   

Action/Project Maintenance of older fuel break behind residents – includes   removal of live and dead 
down material   at residential property lines extending onto wildlands bordering 
community. Includes defensible space home hardening evaluation for each resident.  

What this means Homes and open space will be protected through a new fuel break, limiting fire spread 
potential and improving firefighters safety.  

Rationale Core goal of fire hazard reduction/vegetation management and defensible space home 
hardening.        

Declarations New project that would not be possible without MWPA.  

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal concerns and challenges – other than resident participation.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Negative Dec – completed  

Stakeholders primarily Residents, Iverness PUD, Tomales Bay State Parks    and First Responders    
Timeline Initiate project fall 2020 – RFP for contractors’ summer 2020.   

Outcomes Improves and expands defensible space behind homes in Seahaven to improve 
structure defensibility.       

Cost $30,000  
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 MRN-2020-L03 
Location Zone** MCFD West Zone  
Action/Project MCFD Chipping Program  
What this means Chipping capability for residents, vacant lots, seniors, roadside community work  
Rationale Core project of vegetation management.   
Declarations NEW program would not be possible without the JPA.  
Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal to none.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Neg dec and defensible space zone – N/A 

Stakeholders All residents along roads, neighbors near vacant lots, seniors who need assistance 
in all CSAs 19,31.     

Timeline County to hire a supervisor and 4 crew persons or CONTRACT for 60 days of work 
in 2020-2021.   

Outcomes Easily accessible workforce or contract to deal with neighborhood chipping issues 
for roadsides, vacant lots, seniors, common areas etc and or County owned lands 
not managed by a county department.   

Cost $170,000 – 1300/day for 60 days availability - Supv & Crew to utilize MCFD 
equipment with the option to contract the work if needed.   
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L04 
Location Zone** West Marin & Central Zones  
Action/Project Senior Assistance Defensible Space Program  
What this means Provide funds for seniors & AFN who are physically and financially unable to 

perform their defensible space immediately around their homes.       
Rationale Defensible Space & Home Hardening is a core element including support to 

seniors and those with access and functional needs.     
Declarations NEW Senior Assistance Defensible Space program – MCFD had a previous grant in 

which the funds are depleted.    Many departments have no funding nor 
capability to fund a senior assistance program.   

Concerns & 
Challenges 

 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

N/A – State and County Fire Code.   

Stakeholders Homeowners and those who defend structures during wildland /structure 
firefighting.   

Timeline Provide a projected timeline. Include information about needed follow up action 
or a need to repeat seasonally.   
Residents self-identify thru the defensible space evaluation program.  The list if 
prioritized.   Immediate ability to implement. Obtain bids from contractors on 
house by house basis and need.  

Outcomes This section outlines the anticipated result of the item implementation. Improves 
those Seniors residents’ defensible space and contributes to a neighborhoods 
defensibility from wildfires.       

Cost estimated at $30,000  
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L05 

Location Zone** Big Rock Ridge/H Ranch Fuelbreak  –  West Zone 

Action/Project Maintenance and expansion of older ridgetop fuelbreak  – strategically placed 
treatment of chaparral on H Ranch to creates a catchers mit for containing large 
fires spreading from urban areas of Novato into Lucas Valley areas.   Primary 
treatment will be prescribed fire.       

What this means This section should explain in more detail what this action would mean to those 
impacted by it. Include project scope. 

Rationale Core goal of fire hazard reduction/vegetation management.            

Declarations Maintenance /improvement of an older project that would not be possible 
without MWPA.  

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Smoke management from prescribed fire and public information /educational 
emphasis will be needed    

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Negative dec – in progress.     

Stakeholders Local private landowner, Fire Agencies and local residents.    

Timeline Layout and firelines have been completed with actual burning planned in late 
fall, winter 2020.         

Outcomes Improves and expands strategic fuel break to provide containment 
opportunities to surrounding communities from large wildland fire spread.  
Secondary benefits to local deer habitat range and forage.         

Cost $30,000 
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Project ID#* MRN-2020-L06 

Location Zone** Golden Gate Village Defensible Space – Marin City  

Action/Project Maintenance of vegetation behind residents – includes   removal of live and dead 
down material at residential property lines extending onto wildlands bordering 
community.  

What this means Improved defensible space around structures.  

Rationale This section includes a discussion of why this project is important and how it fits 
into the goal of the MWPA. Reference a specific MWPA section/goal.  
Core goal of fire hazard reduction/vegetation management and defensible space.          

Declarations New project that would not be possible without MWPA.  

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Minimal concerns and challenges – other than resident participation.   

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Categorical exemption, Defensible space   

Stakeholders Primarily residents and First Responders    

Timeline Initiate project fall 2020 – RFP for contractors’ summer 2020.   

Outcomes Improves and expands defensible space behind homes in Golden Gate Village to 
improve structure defensibility.       

Cost $30,000  
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  BOL-2020-L01  
Location Zone**  West Marin –Identified emergency egress/access roads within the confines of Bolinas 

Fire Protection District  
Action/Project  Fuel reduction on the edges of identified emergency egress/access roads.  
What this means  Maintain and increase clearance of hazardous fuels along unincorporated roadways 

to allow egress for residents and access for emergency vehicles in case of a wildfire.  
Rationale  Meets the core MWPA goals of improving evacuation routes and vegetation 

management by reducing combustible plants, vegetation and dead and down trees, 
to reduce fire intensity and fire brands and improve evacuation route.   

Declarations  This is an already established project that will be bolstered with MWPA monies.   
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Added staff hours for logistics, public outreach and notification.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

Defensible space work is exempt.  

Stakeholders  Bolinas Fire Protection District and Bolinas Community Public Utility District  
Timeline  Approx. 1-2 weeks. Annual maintenance will be needed.     
Cost  $5,000-$10,000  
 
  BOL-2020-L02  
Location Zone**  West Marin -Properties that reside in the confines of the Bolinas Fire Protection 

District  
Action/Project  “Chipper Days”  
What this means  Provide “curbside” drop off opportunity of hazardous fuels to be chipped and left or 

hauled away in order to provide defensible space clearing for each property in the 
Bolinas Fire Protection District. This will create incentive for fuel reduction for each 
resident and coincides with the MWPA’s defensible space projects overall goal.  

Rationale  This will create incentive for fuel reduction for each resident and coincides with the 
MWPA’s defensible space projects overall goal.  

Declarations  This is a new program, not possible without MWPA  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Working with the community to make sure the program is well advertised for 
maximum participation and the logistical component of hiring the workers to carry 
out the work.  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  Bolinas Fire Protection District and the residents of Bolinas  
Timeline  Sometime in July after D-space inspections, entire work timeline approx. 5-7 days. 

Hopefully could reoccur annually.  
Build a more fire-resistant community by decreasing hazardous fuel loading in the 
residential areas within the boundaries of the Bolinas Fire Protection District. Invest 
trust and the sense of partnership with the community and the goals of the Wildfire 
Prevention and Mitigation Initiative.  

Cost  5 days at $2,000/day- total $10,000  
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  MBCSD-2020-L01  
Location Zone**  West Marin -Properties that reside in the confines of the Muir Beach CSD 
Action/Project  “Chipper Days”  
What this means  Provide “curbside” drop off opportunity of hazardous fuels to be chipped and left or 

hauled away in order to provide defensible space clearing for each property in the 
Muir Beach CSD. This will create incentive for fuel reduction for each resident and 
coincides with the MWPA’s defensible space projects overall goal.  

Rationale  This will create incentive for fuel reduction for each resident and coincides with the 
MWPA’s defensible space projects overall goal.  

Declarations  This is an expanded program, not possible without MWPA  
Concerns & 
Challenges  

Outreach and contractor availability  

Environmental level 
& ESP guide  

N/A  

Stakeholders  Muir Beach CSD, residents and visitors 
Timeline  During the 2020 fire season 
Outcomes Reduce hazardous fuel and create more defensible properties 
Cost  5,900  
 

 INV-2020-L01  

Location Zone Inverness Public Utility District 

Action/Project Evacuation Route Improvement 

What this means Remove vegetation along non-county-maintained roads to improve ingress for fire- 
fighting and egress for evacuation. 

Rationale This meets the core MWPA goals of fuel reduction and evacuation improvements 

Declarations This is a new and expanded program not possible without MWPA funds. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

Coordination with homeowners to explain the scope of the project and address 
concerns they may have. Ensure contractors understand these concerns. 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Categorical exemption. 

Stakeholders Citizens within the boundaries of the Inverness Public Utility District and the 
Inverness Volunteer Fire Department.  

Timeline Estimated to begin as soon as contractors can be secured. Maintenance work in 
subsequent years as needed. 

Outcomes Obvious benefit to citizens and fire agencies. 

Cost $19,900 
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 SNB-2020-L01  

West Marin Community of Stinson Beach Vegetation Management 

Action/Project “Chipper Days” promoting homeowners to do needed defensible 
Space and hazardous fuel reduction 

What this means Stinson Beach residents have limited access to green waste sites and the 
transportation of materials can be expensive for residents. “Chipper 
Days'' gives residents incentive to do needed defensible space work, and 
also allows the fire district to indirectly coordinate when the work is 
performed. This project aims to meet the MWPA’s incentives of: 
• Expanding coordinated efforts to reduce combustible plants and 
vegetation 
• Expanding and enhancing defensible 
space 

Rationale This meets the core MWPA goals of vegetation management 

Declarations This expands an existing program that has been reduced due to budgetary 
challenges. 

Concerns & 
Challenges 

The Stinson Beach Fire Protection District has performed these days in the past so 
there are limited concerns and challenges associated with this project. SBFPD plans 
to coordinate all announcements and marketing material to promote this event 

Environmental level 
& ESP guide 

Defensible Space work is exempt 

Stakeholders Renters and Homeowners of the Stinson Beach Fire Protection District 

Timeline The ideal timeline would be for this work to be performed in the month of June 
before the start of fire season 2020 

Outcomes Harden homes within the Stinson Beach Fire Protection District by incentivizing 
defensible space work by homeowner or tenant 

Cost $26,000 
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